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EDITORIAL

FROM THE EDITOR
H

EcoGeneration
Editor Lucy
Rochlin.

ow should a clean energy professional
in Australia navigate the uncertain job
market? Why does country of origin now
have little to do with panel quality? And
what will Australia’s states and territories do
to pick up the slack left by the Federal
Government in order to encourage
investment in renewable energy? These are
the questions our team have asked in putting
together the August edition.
But before you read on to find your
answers, there are a couple of significant
changes to the magazine that warrant
some fanfare.
The first is an official endorsement of the
magazine by the Clean Energy Council (CEC),
the peak body for the clean energy industry.
The CEC is a champion for the sector, and
under Kane Thornton’s leadership, the CEC
has worked tirelessly to ensure that the
Renewable Energy Target impasse is resolved.
With the imminent explosion of the storage
market, the CEC’s guidance in setting
standards for the sector will be critical. I am
delighted to cement our longstanding
relationship, and provide our readers with an

even better insight into the issues, projects
and initiatives that impact their businesses.
As a result of the partnership, all CEC
member companies will receive the
magazine as a member benefit, and all
CEC Accredited Installers will also receive
the magazine as part of their accreditation.
If you have any queries about your
subscription, don’t hesitate to contact us
at subscribe@ecogeneration.com.au or
+61 3 9248 5100.
This edition also marks the launch of a
new regular section in the magazine –
The Solar Installer. This part of the
magazine will cover the projects, installation
issues and business success stories that
matter to installers. We welcome your
feedback and your contributions – get in
touch: lrochlin@gs-press.com.au

Lucy Rochlin
Editor

THE ECOGENERATION EDITORIAL BOARD

Peter Castellas

Kane Thornton

Simon Troman

Rob Murray-Leach

Ric Brazzale

Chief Executive Officer,
Carbon Market Institute

Chief Executive Officer,
Clean Energy Council

Managing Director, IT
Power Australia

Executive, Policy and
Advocacy

President, REC Agents
Association

Peter Castellas leads the
Carbon Market Institute in its
role in catalysing and driving
the growth of the Australian
carbon market. Throughout
his 20-year career,
Mr Castellas has worked
at the leading edge of the
sustainable development
agenda and in an advisory
capacity for leading
corporations, governments
and financial institutions.

Kane Thornton has over a
decade’s experience in
energy policy and leadership
in the development of the
clean energy industry. He has
advocated for and helped
design the policies that have
been critical to the clean
energy industry’s growth, and
continues to be an active
political advocate, public
presenter and spokesperson
for the clean energy industry.

Simon Troman’s
comprehensive experience
in clean energy includes
hands-on construction,
development and research
work through to government
programs and aid projects.
Mr Troman is Chair of the
Ocean Energy Industry
Association, and was
previously on the boards of
the Australian Solar Council
and Frontier Solar.

Rob Murray-Leach leads the
policy and advocacy activities
for the Energy Efficiency
Council, the Australian peak
body for energy efficiency,
demand management and
cogeneration. He has worked
in energy, climate change and
behaviour for over a decade,
and was part of the Garnaut
Climate Change Review and
the Prime Mininster’s Task
Group on Energy Efficiency.

In addition to his REC Agents
Association role, Ric Brazzale
is the Managing Director of
Green Energy Trading and the
Director of Green Energy
Markets, and has more than
30 years’ experience in the
energy sector. Mr Brazzale
was previously the Executive
Director of the Business
Council for Sustainable
Energy following his role as a
founding EcoGeneration
Editor with the Australian
EcoGeneration Association.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

NEWS IN BRIEF

PANASONIC ENTERS INTO ITS FIRST BATTERY
STORAGE DEAL

THE WAIT IS OVER: THE RET FINALLY PASSES
PARLIAMENT

P

T

he clean energy industry can take consolation from the fact that legislation for a bipartisan deal on the renewable energy target (RET)
passed through the Australian Parliament on 23 June, ending the uncertainty that has plagued the sector for the past 18 months.
The final negotiation to secure passage of this deal through the Senate involved a government commitment to a range of initiatives and
measures relating to the regulation of the wind sector and promotion of the solar sector.
“While this has been a challenging process, and we are disappointed by the level of reduction of the target for large-scale renewable energy,
the passage of this legislation provides the platform for a doubling of renewables over the next five years,” Clean Energy Council (CEC) Chief
Executive Kane Thornton said.

anasonic Australia has announced pilot projects with ActewAGL, Snowy Hydro’s Red Energy and Ergon
Energy to install Panasonic battery technology in solar-installed homes for the first time.
The residential battery technology stores excess electricity generated by solar panels during the day to
provide power for solar-installed households during peak periods. Once fully charged from the day’s sun,
Panasonic’s lithium-ion storage battery produces a two kilowatt output for four hours.
The system will be tested initially at an Ergon research laboratory in Cairns, far north Queensland, followed
by field tests in residential homes to gather ‘real world’ understanding of how such systems can benefit
customers and interact with the electricity network.
Panasonic modelling for the Australian market showed that the system could increase the self-consumption
rate of solar generation from 30 per cent up to as much as 60 per cent.
“For consumers, it means access to clean solar energy during the evening peak and potentially a lower
energy bill. For the retailer, we can provide a levelling out of costs and potential competitive advantage with
customers,” Panasonic Australia Managing Director Paul Reid said.

BUDGET 2015 TO
BENEFIT SOLAR, BUT
CONFIRMS INTENTION
TO ABOLISH ARENA

ORIGIN ENERGY TO
FOCUS ON BECOMING
#1 IN THE SOLAR
MARKET

T

A

he Federal Budget 2014-15 contained some positive changes
for the renewable energy industry.
Small businesses will now get an immediate tax deduction for
any individual assets they buy costing less than $20,000, which
means non-solar companies now have an added incentive to
install solar.
Small solar businesses may also benefit from tax cuts for
small companies. The government is reducing the tax rate for
more than 90 per cent of incorporated businesses with annual
turnover under $2 million. The company tax rate for these
businesses will be reduced by 1.5 per cent to 25.8 per cent.
Meanwhile, proposed cuts to the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency (ARENA) in the 2014-15 Budget remain.
“The management of existing ARENA projects will be
transferred to the Department of Industry and Science. The
decrease in expenses under this component from 2015-16 to
2018-19 is driven by the timing of project milestones for the
existing ARENA projects,” read the Budget.
Funding for the Emissions Reduction Fund was mentioned just
twice, buried under ‘Environmental Protection’ within the
Housing and Community Amenities section of the budget.

s part of the growing trend among larger utilities in
recognising the potential growth in renewables, Origin
Energy has set its sights on becoming the number one solar
installer in Australia.
In an exclusive presentation to analysts and investors in
Melbourne, Origin flagged a target of 170 megawatt (MW) of
installed rooftop solar by 2018.
The company highlighted how increasingly affordable
distribution generation available through rooftop solar and
battery storage will be one of its focuses moving forward. As
part of a growing trend among utilities, AGL Energy also made
its first significant foray into the solar-plus-storage residential
market through its Power Advantage Product.
Origin Energy General Manager Energy Risk Management,
Tony Lucas, said that while some demand growth will come
from LNG, increased solar penetration and energy efficiency is
expected to contribute.
“Around half of mass market PV generation is exported to
the grid. Falling system costs make solar PV competitive with
or without subsidies, making it increasingly more viable for
SME and industrial customers,” Mr Lucas said.

CAN’T WAIT FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF ECOGENERATION?
Sign up for the FREE weekly newsletter at ecogeneration.com.au/newsletter
and check out our new website at ecogeneration.com.au
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VIC GOVT SIMPLIFIES
WIND PLANNING
LAWS

T

he Victorian Government has streamlined Victorian wind
farm planning laws, a move the renewable energy industry
has welcomed.
The changes mean the Planning Minister will assess wind
farm applications and their infrastructure together. Previously,
developers had to submit multiple applications to local and
state governments.
CEC Policy Director Russell Marsh said it was great to see
Victoria open for clean energy business.
“The changes announced by Planning Minister Richard
Wynne will save time and money for the government, and for
the companies building wind farms. This will ultimately
translate to lower power prices for consumers,” Mr Marsh said.

ARENA CONTRIBUTES
FUNDING TO
STORAGE “CENTRAL
REPOSITORY”

T

he Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) has
announced that it will provide $1.4 million for the University
of Adelaide to develop an online Australian energy storage
knowledge bank and build a mobile energy storage test facility.
ARENA Chief Executive Ivor Frischknecht said the collaborative
project was an important next step for energy storage
development and would build on other efforts already underway.
“Reliable, cost-effective storage has a vital role to play in
smoothing out energy supply and increasing the amount of
renewable energy used in Australia,” Mr Frischknecht said.
He stated the knowledge bank will be a “central repository” of
expertise, containing reports, case studies, and information on
the regulation, reliability, safety, operation and performance of
Australia’s energy storage systems.

ROOFTOP SOLAR SOARS IN ONE
OF THE TOUGHEST YEARS FOR
RENEWABLES: CEC

A

lthough 2014 was one of the toughest years for the renewable energy industry, rooftop solar power continued to grow, according to
the Clean Energy Australia Report 2014, released by the Clean Energy Council (CEC) in early June.
CEC Chief Executive Kane Thornton said a dry year for rainfall in hydro catchments and RET uncertainty meant the amount of
power generated by renewable energy in 2014 actually went backwards, from 14.76 per cent of Australia’s total power in 2013 down to
13.47 per cent in 2014.
However, he said the commercial solar sector saw the strongest growth of any renewable energy form in 2014, with Bundaberg in
Queensland the national solar capital at the end of 2014.
In the wind energy sphere, three wind farms completed construction during 2014.
Turn to page 38 to read more about the CEC report.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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INDUSTRY UPDATE

CLEAN ENERGY COUNCIL
JOINS FORCES WITH
ECOGENERATION MAGAZINE
The Clean Energy Council has formed a new partnership with EcoGeneration to formally endorse
the magazine, reinforcing a long-standing collaboration between two of the leading voices for the
clean energy industry.

T

“The CEC is proud to
endorse EcoGeneration
magazine, which is the
voice for Australia’s
clean energy industry.”
KANE THORNTON
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he official endorsement of the magazine
by the Clean Energy Council (CEC), the
peak body for the clean energy industry, will
mean that all CEC member companies and
CEC-accredited installers will receive the
magazine free of charge.
“This partnership is underpinned by the
shared goal of promoting and advocating for
the clean energy industry, while keeping
readers and members informed,” said
EcoGeneration Editor Lucy Rochlin.
“The CEC is a champion for the sector, and
under Kane Thornton’s leadership, the CEC
has worked tirelessly to ensure that the
Renewable Energy Target impasse is resolved.
With the imminent explosion of the storage
market, the CEC’s guidance in setting
standards for the sector will be critical,”
added Ms Rochlin.
“The CEC is proud to endorse
EcoGeneration magazine, which is the voice
for Australia’s clean energy industry,” said
CEC Chief Executive Kane Thornton.
“Our new partnership makes sense for
both the CEC and EcoGeneration, as both of
us have the best interests of the renewable
energy industry at the forefront of everything
we do. The CEC looks forward to working
with EcoGeneration to bring all our members
and installers the latest industry news,” said
Mr Thornton.
CEC-led projects and initiatives will be
covered in every edition of the magazine,
alongside the regular high-quality analysis,
commentary and projects profiles that
EcoGeneration readers have come to expect.
Mr Thornton will continue as one of the
magazine’s five Editorial Board Members.

As a result of the partnership, all
CEC member companies will
receive the magazine as a member
benefit, and all CEC-Accredited
Installers will also receive the
magazine as part of their
accreditation. If you have any
queries about your subscription,
don’t hesitate to contact us at
subscribe@ecogeneration.com.au
or 03 9248 5100.

This edition also marks the launch
of a new regular insert in the
magazine – The Solar Installer.
This part of the magazine will
cover the projects, installation
issues, and business success
stories that matter to installers
(turn to page 73).
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Your business is the centre
of our universe.

At Yingli, we’ve always moved heaven and earth to support our installers.
So, it’s with great pride we now introduce our YINGLI 4 YOU Partner Program.
As a certified partner, we’ll work collaboratively with you to give your business
a competitive edge and a stellar future. To find out more, call Andrew Percival
on 1300 309 489 or go to www.yingli4you.com.au

PA RT N E R P R O G R A M

Official Premium Partner Program of Yingli

INDUSTRY UPDATE

Q&A: ANTHONY ROBERTS
NSW ENERGY MINISTER

The ideal inverter for less-than-ideal roofs.

The NSW Government has said it wants the Premier State to be number one for clean energy in
Australia. EcoGeneration talks to Anthony Roberts, NSW Minister for Industry, Resources and
Energy, about how he plans to make this happen.

A
Anthony Roberts,
NSW Minister for
Industry,
Resources and
Energy.

Image: Anthony Roberts (left) joins other notables at
the opening of the Nyngan solar farm.
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fter the recent state election in NSW,
the returning Baird Government
underwent a major shake-up, bringing some
new faces to the cabinet, but also reshuffling
a number of roles and accountabilities. For
the renewables sector, the most worrying
thing was the elimination of the portfolio of
parliamentary secretary for renewable
energy, leaving the interests of the sector in
apparent limbo.
Later advice suggested that renewables
would fall under the ambit of the new
Environment Minister, Mark Speakman, a
known supporter of clean energy and
emissions reduction. However, after several
frustrated attempts to contact Mr Speakman
for comment on policy direction,
EcoGeneration was informed by government
sources that the real man to speak to is

Anthony Roberts, Minister for Industry,
Resources and Energy.
This makes sense. The costs of solar and
wind have now fallen so much that the
business case for renewables speaks for
itself, so there is no reason why the industry
should be treated as a special interest group.
What’s more, Mr Roberts has made it clear
that one of his foremost priorities is jobs
creation, and this is an area where the
argument for renewables is irrefutable.
In May, a report released by the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA), stated that
global renewable energy industry jobs grew by
18 per cent between 2013 and 2014. The Clean
Energy Council has estimated
that meeting the Renewable Energy Target
(RET) (at the ‘old’ target of 41,000 GWh) would
generate 18,400 full-time jobs by 2020.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Your most challenging roof installs don’t have to be. With dual MPPT and a wide DC
voltage, the ABB PVI 5000-6000 inverters bring a flexibility that is earning the loyalty of
a growing number of installers. And new this year, easy-to install WIFI cards will enable
users to track PV performance from their favorite mobile device. So even if you don’t
always get the perfect roof, you should always be able to achieve the perfect install.
For more information call us at 1800-769-663 or visit: www.abb.com/solarinverters

INDUSTRY UPDATE

NSW RENEWABLES
IN NUMBERS

10%
Houses with solar PV

13%
Energy generated from
renewable sources

13,000
Jobs in renewables

2,700 MW
Capacity of renewable projects
with planning approval

$5.5 billion
Projected capital investment
in approved projects

7,300 MW
Capacity of renewable projects
“in the pipeline”

$12 billion
Potential investment in
planned projects

“The share of
renewable energy in
NSW has almost
doubled in the past
five years, with
approximately
13 per cent of our
energy generation
coming from renewable
sources.”
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Clearly, the jobs are there if the NSW
Government wants them. All it would take is
some policy certainty. This could be provided
at a state level regardless of what goes on in
Canberra (as distinct from the ACT, which
could actually provide a good model for statebased action). Turn to page 20 to read
what states are doing to advance renewables.
With this in mind, EcoGeneration spoke to
Mr Roberts, asking him about policy direction,
the NSW Renewable Energy Action Plan, and
the future of clean energy in the state.

WHAT ARE THE NSW
GOVERNMENT’S PLANS TO BOOST
INVESTMENT AND JOBS IN THE
RENEWABLE ENERGY SECTOR?
The renewable energy sector is a growing
industry which the NSW Government is
actively supporting. In September 2013, the
NSW Government released the NSW
Renewable Energy Action Plan.
The Plan details 24 actions and three
goals to grow renewable energy generation
in NSW.
Because of these measures, the state is
well poised to increase the use of energy
from renewable sources at least cost to the
energy consumer and with maximum
benefits to the state.
The Government has already completed
more than a third of the actions in the first
year of the Plan’s implementation, with
significant progress made towards almost all
of the Plan’s 24 actions.
NSW has supported the Commonwealth’s
RET and we hope that an agreement is
quickly reached and legislated in order to
provide the necessary certainty to
strengthen this vital industry.

FORMER ENVIRONMENT MINISTER
ROB STOKES SAID HE WANTED TO
MAKE NSW THE NUMBER ONE
STATE IN AUSTRALIA FOR CLEAN
ENERGY AND THE BEST PLACE IN
AUSTRALIA TO DO BUSINESS IN
THE CLEAN ENERGY SECTOR. DO
YOU SHARE THESE ASPIRATIONS?
Absolutely. The share of renewable energy
in NSW’s electricity generation mix has
almost doubled in the past five years,
with approximately 13 per cent of our
energy generation coming from renewable
sources. More than 10 per cent of houses
have solar PV panels generating energy from
the sun every day.

On top of this, more than 35 per cent of
Australia’s renewable energy companies are
actually based in NSW, supporting more than
13,000 direct jobs.
More than 7,300 megawatts (MW) of
projects are currently in the state’s planning
pipeline, which could inject almost $12 billion of
capital investment into the state.
These proposed projects could deliver
around 40,000 jobs during construction and
nearly double that in ongoing support services.
Sydney is the financial capital of Australia,
NSW is the number one state in which to do
business, and we are the leader in research
services. As such, we are perfectly positioned
to make our state the national leader in the
renewable energy sector.

THESE FIGURES ARE SLIGHTLY
DIFFERENT FROM THE ONES CITED
IN THE 2014 ANNUAL REPORT ON
THE NSW RENEWABLE ENERGY
ACTION PLAN (REAP), WHICH
STATED THAT OVER 2,900 MW OF
RENEWABLE PROJECTS CURRENTLY
HAD DEVELOPMENT APPROVAL,
WITH AN ESTIMATED INVESTMENT
VALUE OF $5.9 BILLION AND THE
POTENTIAL TO SUPPORT AROUND
14,000 CONSTRUCTION JOBS AND
1,000 OPERATIONAL JOBS. ARE
THESE ESTIMATES STILL VALID?
There are currently around 2,700 MW of
renewable energy projects with planning
approval, representing around $5.5 billion of
investment. This figure has decreased from
previous amounts as some projects have
progressed to the construction phase.
While it is important to note that it is a
decision for each individual business to
commence any project, the Government is
confident that once an agreement is reached
on the RET, NSW will be poised to benefit from
the significant number of projects with
planning approval, in addition to those
proposed projects in the planning pipeline.

BULK SPECIAL

IMO D.C Isolator
1500V 4 POLE
(Made in Europe)

ZJ Benny D.C Isolator
1000V 4 POLE

Suntree D.C Isolator
1000V 4 POLE

D.C Solar Cable
4mm twin and thin

20x piece
1 x piece

20x piece
1 x piece

20x piece
1 x piece

45x rolls (pallet) $139.99 + GST
1x roll
$159.99 + GST

$64.99 + GST
$71.99 + GST
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$25.99 + GST
$27.99 + GST

LABEL KITS
Meets all requirements for NSW/Queensland

ARE THERE ANY OTHER UPDATES
ON THE REAP?
The REAP Annual Report, released last
December, outlines the achievements the NSW
Government has made to date. The next
annual report is due at the end of 2015 and will
highlight the significant progress made in
supporting the commercial solar industry,
facilitating network mapping, and fostering
community energy projects.

$27.99 + GST
$29.99 + GST

!
20 PIECE LABEL KIT
100x piece
$8.99 + GST
1x piece
$10.99 + GST

Phone: (02) 8798 9263

Email: info@thesolarwarehouse.com.au

INDUSTRY UPDATE
Left: NSW boasts
Australia’s biggest solar
farm at Nyngan,
completed earlier this
year.

YOU MENTIONED THAT MORE THAN
10 PER CENT OF HOUSES IN NSW
HAVE SOLAR PV, BUT IN SOUTH
AUSTRALIA THAT FIGURE IS
AROUND 23 PER CENT. HOW DOES
THE NSW GOVERNMENT PLAN TO
SUPPORT NSW’S SMALL-SCALE
SOLAR INDUSTRY?

WILL THERE BE ANY CHANGE TO
THE ROLE OF NSW RENEWABLE
ENERGY ADVOCATE AMY KEAN
UNDER THE BAIRD GOVERNMENT?

“There are currently
around 2,700 MW of
renewable energy
projects with planning
approval, representing
around $5.5 billion of
investment.”

The Renewable Energy Advocate performs a
critical role in attracting investment in the
NSW renewable energy sector, and assisting
businesses to interact with various branches
of the Government. Under the Baird
Government, the Advocate will continue to
fulfil this vital role.
The Government has increased the
resources available to promote the NSW
renewable energy sector through the
employment of investment attraction
specialists, greater policy resources and
the effective delivery of programs such
as GreenPower.

HOW DOES THE NSW GOVERNMENT
PLAN TO FUTURE-PROOF THE
STATE IN LIGHT OF THE ENERGY
CHALLENGES FACING AUSTRALIA?
NSW is fortunate in that it has abundant
renewable energy sources such as
hydroelectricity, solar, wind and bioenergy.
This includes the Solar Flagship projects at
Nyngan and Broken Hill. The 102 MW Nyngan
Solar Plant, the largest of its kind in Australia,
recently became fully operational and will
provide enough clean energy for around
33,000 NSW households. Broken Hill is
currently under construction.
By having a diversity of supply sources
including the Solar Flagships projects,
we can ensure security of supply for the
state’s 3.3 million electricity customers.
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Commercial
Solar that means
business
Superior project economics.
Increased energy harvest. Higher
system availability. Lower material
and labour costs.

As of April there were around 315,000
small-scale solar installations in NSW. Regional
NSW has been a strong performer, with
Lismore and Dubbo taking the top two places
for installations in the state respectively.
In order to support the uptake of solar by
small businesses, the NSW Government has
contributed to the release of a ‘Guide to
Installing Solar PV for Businesses in NSW’.
The guide seeks to provide businesses with
simple information for using solar to reduce
their energy bills.
The NSW Government has also given its
support to the local energy trading trial in
Byron Shire Council, which has the potential
to provide economic benefits to communities
that install small-scale solar.
It should be highlighted that last year the
NSW Government announced that it would
pursue a market-led roll out of smart meters.
This is a technology which will allow customers
to have greater control over their energy bills.
The playing field has now been opened for
proponents to innovate and compete to
provide attractive options for customers.

DOES THE NSW GOVERNMENT
REMAIN COMMITTED TO SETTING
FAIR AND REASONABLE SOLAR
FEED-IN TARIFFS?
The NSW Government is committed to a
sustainable and predictable future for the solar
industry and users. The Independent Pricing
and Regulatory Tribunal has been asked to
estimate a fair and equitable benchmark range
for solar feed-in tariffs on an annual basis. The
NSW Government calls on retailers to offer a
feed-in tariff within this range.
Importantly, more and more NSW
households are seeing the benefit of installing
solar PV systems. These customers
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Powering What’s Next

TM

Find out more: enphase.com/au/commercial
See Enphase present Innovations in Customer-Sited Smart Energy Storage and Management Systems,
in the Main Theatre at the Australian Energy Storage Conference, 11:50am, 4th June 2015

INDUSTRY UPDATE
A

Financing solar
makes sense
B

A: The Nyngan Solar
Plant recently achieved
full generation, sending
102 MW into the NEM.
B: The Minister adds
some solar capacity to
the NSW energy mix.

“In total, there is
still an estimated
$290 million expected
to be invested over the
next decade to support
[energy efficiency]
projects. “

understand that the main financial benefit
from solar is through avoiding paying for
electricity from the grid by consuming what
their PV systems generate, thereby reducing
their bills, as opposed to receiving money
from a feed-in tariff.

WHEN THE GOVERNMENT
RESOURCE EFFICIENCY POLICY
WAS ANNOUNCED IN JULY 2014,
IT INCLUDED A REQUIREMENT FOR
NSW GOVERNMENT AGENCIES TO
CONDUCT A PROPERTY AUDIT TO
“IDENTIFY AND ENABLE SOLAR
LEASING OPPORTUNITIES”. WHAT
WERE THE FINDINGS OF THIS
AUDIT, AND HOW MUCH SOLAR
CAPACITY HAS BEEN INSTALLED
AS A RESULT?
The site assessment (property audit) is
80 per cent complete and has identified over
200 sites which may be suitable for the
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installation of solar PV on a lease or power
purchase agreement. The Office of
Environment and Heritage will now, in
conjunction with the Department of
Education, develop a supply panel contract
for solar leasing and power purchase
agreements. This contract will then support
government agencies to install renewable
energy systems where appropriate.

AT THE TIME OF THE POLICY
ANNOUNCEMENT, THE
GOVERNMENT ESTIMATED
THAT NSW GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES WOULD INVEST
AROUND $290 MILLION IN ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND ON-SITE
ELECTRICITY GENERATION
PROJECTS OVER THE NEXT DECADE.
DOES THIS ESTIMATE STILL HOLD?
In line with the Government Resource
Efficiency Policy, NSW Government agencies
will identify and scope projects to reduce
energy bills, including energy efficiency
retrofits, energy management and
optimisation, demand management,
distributed generation or a combination of
these types of measures. In total, there is still
an estimated $290 million expected to be
invested over the next decade to support
these projects.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

For over a decade, Macquarie has been developing innovative
ﬁnance solutions for businesses to acquire commercial assets.
Financing energy assets allows you to spread the cost of your equipment over regular monthly instalments, with the
ability to pay nothing upfront. It just makes sense.
Our service:

Assets we finance:

• Efﬁcient application process for commercial
opportunities greater than $10,000
• Chattel Mortgage and Rental ﬁnance options
• Finance offered via brokers, accountants and
directly to vendors such as solar installers and
energy consultants
• Experienced in ﬁnancing and structuring larger
energy opportunities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar photovoltaic systems
Energy efﬁcient lighting
Power factor correction
Voltage optimisation
Building management systems
Battery storage
Metering and metering infrastructure
Gas engines.

For more information visit macquarie.com and visit our dedicated Energy Leasing home page.
If you have any questions please call 02 8232 0145 or email energyleasing@macquarie.com

This document has been prepared by Macquarie Bank Limited, trading as Macquarie Energy Leasing. Finance provided by Macquarie Leasing Pty Limited ABN 38 002 674 982 (Australian
Credit Licence No. 394925) (“Macquarie Leasing”) or Macquarie Equipment Rentals Pty Limited ABN 44 112 079 268 (“Macquarie Equipment Rentals”). All ﬁnance applications are subject
to the satisfaction of approval criteria. Term, conditions, fees and charges apply. No part of this document is to be construed as an offer capable of acceptance or as a solicitation to obtain a
ﬁnancial product. The information is not an expression of opinion or recommendation and does not constitute ﬁnancial, accounting, taxation, general or personal advice and should not be relied
on as such. The recipient should make its own assessment of any products or service referred to in this document and seek appropriate advice. Other than Macquarie Bank Limited (ABN 46
008 583 542), no Macquarie entity named on this page is an authorised deposit taking institution for the purposes of the Banking Act 1959 (Cth), and the obligations of Macquarie Leasing or
Macquarie Equipment Rentals do not represent deposits or other liabilities of Macquarie Bank Limited. Macquarie Bank Limited does not guarantee or otherwise provide assurance in respect
of any of the obligations of Macquarie Leasing or Macquarie Equipment Rentals. © Macquarie Group
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STATES AND TERRITORIES
ARE DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES
States and territories took matters into their own hands earlier this year when they came
together to lead the national effort on climate change and large-scale renewables. EcoGeneration
talks to ACT Environment Minister Simon Corbell and SA Sustainability, Environment and
Conservation Minister Ian Hunter about the collaboration, and why it is so important.

A
ACT Environment
Minister Simon
Corbell.

SA Sustainability,
Environment and
Conservation
Minister Ian
Hunter.

Image: Late last year, the combination of wind energy
and rooftop solar provided more than 100 per cent of
SA’s electricity needs for a full working day.
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t a jurisdictional meeting on climate
change on 4 May, headed up by
Mr Corbell, ministers from seven different
states and territories – including SA (Mr
Hunter), Victoria (Environment Minister Lisa
Neville) and Queensland (Environment Minister
Steven Miles) – agreed to collaborate on a subnational level, including through energy
efficiency strategies and adaptation policies.
Significantly, the environment ministers of
Liberal-led state governments NSW, Western
Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory
were not present, although NSW and Tasmania
were both represented by senior officials.
“Representatives from all state and
territory jurisdictions were invited to attend
the jurisdictional meeting on climate change
in Adelaide. The decision to send a
representative to the forum was at the
discretion of the head of each respective
government,” Mr Corbell says.
Mr Corbell says the collaboration between
different states and territories reflects a
broader concern over a lack of direction at
the federal level.
“This is particularly due to the winding
back of what previously has been a very

successful program in the national Renewable
Energy Target (RET), as well as a growing
sentiment among states and territories that
state-based action can be used to drive
investment in renewable energy projects,”
Mr Corbell says.
Mr Hunter says the “climate change
stagnation” by the Federal Government
means states and territories have to become
responsible climate citizens.
“If we can R-E-D-U-C-E the amount of
people in key decision-making roles with a
complete aversion to science, then we will
I-N-C-R-E-A-S-E our transition to a renewable
economy.” (In case you missed it, Prime
Minister Tony Abbott said the new RET was
designed to “R-E-D-U-C-E” the development
of wind farms).
“The jurisdictional meeting was really a call
to arms by sub national governments to stand
together – and it worked!”
By working with other states and territories,
Mr Corbell says each jurisdiction will be able to
draw on a depth of knowledge and experience
that could lead to broader uptake and
expansion in the deployment of large-scale
renewable energy generation targets.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Image: The Waterloo
Wind Farm near Mintaro,
a town 128 km north of
Adelaide.

The ministers who were present agreed
upon four key focus areas:
1. Identifying opportunities to develop joint
policies to drive uptake in renewable
energy, including large-scale solar and
wind projects.
2. Identifying opportunities to harmonise
the delivery of energy efficiency schemes
to further reduce costs for households
and businesses and to improve
consistency across states and territories.
3. Improving information sharing and best
practice delivery in adaptation to support
community resilience in responding to the
impacts of climate change.
4. Sharing information on emissions
reduction targets and how individual
jurisdictions are tracking against
these targets.
However, Mr Corbell says there will be
challenges in implementing the four key focus
areas across different states and territories.
“Not all policies being developed in one
jurisdiction will be applicable to others and
the demographics and economic
circumstances of each jurisdiction will need
to be taken into consideration.”
For instance, Mr Corbell says the ACT does
not have significant greenhouse gas
emissions from agricultural production and
industrial processes – two key sectors that
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are significant sources of emissions in other
states and territories, who will have to draw
upon their own unique policy responses.
“The ACT is different to other states and
territories as it does not benefit from fossil
fuel generators in the local industry. It is
also fortunate to have strong community
support for climate change mitigation
measures, including our shift to renewables,”
Mr Corbell says.

ACT AND SA LEAD THE PACK
The benefits of transitioning to a
renewables-led economy is clearly
demonstrable in the cases of the ACT and SA.
The ACT’s legislated goal to achieve
90 per cent renewable energy by 2020 is
well on track and has already delivered
benefits to the territory through increased
employment opportunities, investment in
the territory, and diversification of the
ACT economy.
Mr Corbell says the ACT draws inspiration
from countries around the world that prove
they can decarbonise without reducing
economic growth.
“The benefits of being an early adopter
are already evident, not only around the
world, but also here in the ACT. While
renewable energy jobs have decreased
nationally, the ACT has recorded a

500 per cent growth in this industry in
the past five years.”
The territory has further cemented its
leading position in the renewables space by
becoming the first Australian jurisdiction to
use a reverse auction feed-in tariff model.
Following the success of the ACT’s first
large-scale solar reverse auctions for
megawatt (40 MW) of large-scale solar energy
generation, it conducted a second reverse
auction for feed-in tariff entitlements for
200 MW of large-scale wind energy generation.
“The large-scale wind auction successfully
achieved an average feed-in tariff price of
$89/MWh of annual wind output – enough to
supply one third of the ACT’s electricity –
and created significant local economic
benefits for the ACT, including a new
technical college renewable energy training
course, a $1.2 million renewable energy
innovation fund, and two new wind company
global operation centres in the ACT.”
Mr Corbell says various states are
considering applying similar models to ACT’s
reverse auction feed-in tariff to overcome
the Commonwealth’s legislative barriers.
SA is kicking its own goals. The year 2003
saw the construction of SA’s first wind farm,
and a deluge of speculation on how much
renewable energy could be integrated into
the South Australian grid.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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“Key to making SA a
competitive place for
renewable energy
companies to invest
has been our approach
of simplifying
regulatory approvals
processes.”
IAN HUNTER

“The answer at the time was that we could
probably integrate eight per cent. We
currently have around 40 per cent of our
electricity coming from renewable sources,”
Mr Hunter says.
In 2014, the Climate Council revealed
that SA could be the first mainland state
to achieve 100 per cent renewables and
is the most desirable market in Australia
for renewable investment. Late last year,
the combination of wind energy and
rooftop solar provided more than
100 per cent of SA’s electricity needs for
a full working day.
The state also recently announced the
ambitious goals of making Adelaide CBD the
world’s first carbon neutral city as well as a
50 per cent renewables target by 2025.
“The target is not dependent on any
particular technology and the state has put
in place a competitive regulatory
environment to facilitate renewable energy
generation. The goal to make Adelaide a
carbon neutral city is also bound to drive
the uptake of further renewables,”
Mr Hunter says.
“Key to making SA a competitive place for
renewable energy companies to invest has
been our approach of simplifying regulatory
approvals processes,” he adds.
Similar to the ACT, SA was also the first
state to introduce a feed-in tariff to support
domestic solar installation, key to a quarter
of SA houses having solar rooftop modules,
and a role model for other states who wish
to introduce similar schemes.
Mr Hunter says SA’s success is due to its
ability to link growth to jobs.
“We’ve been able to build on this by
setting an investment target of $10 billion in
low carbon generation by 2025, in
recognition of the economic development
potential of this industry.”

STATES CAN’T AFFORD TO WAIT
Despite the RET having been finalised,
the states and territories’ commitment to
large-scale renewables, in particular, is
hugely important.
“Now that the RET has been decided, we
should expect some wind contracts being
struck outside of the ACT’s renewable energy
target process. However, large-scale solar still
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faces an uncertain future in Australia due to
the low target,” Mr Corbell says.
“The adoption of large-scale renewable
energy brings with it significant economic
benefits, including investment in infrastructure,
operations and research, and access to a clean
energy source that runs on a free fuel source,”
he adds.
Mr Hunter says the revised RET will return
some certainty to the industry, but it is
not enough.
“It won’t be able to take us to where we need
to be over the next 10, 20 or 30 years. We’ll
need a future Labor Government to refocus on
that target and increase it at a later stage.
“Globally, there is a push to embrace
renewable energy and place a price on
carbon. Recently, we saw six of the world’s
biggest oil companies join forces to call on all
national governments to put a price on
carbon. It’s critical that we act now and in a
really big way.”
All participating jurisdictions have agreed to
work collaboratively in the renewables sphere
in the short-term future. Mr Corbell expects a
senior office level working group to be
established in due course.

HANG ON, HOW DO STATE RETS
LEGALLY EXIST?
A clause in federal legislation
prevents similar schemes to the
federal RET, but states such as
ACT and SA have gotten around
this to support state-wide
renewables. ACT has a target of
90 per cent by 2020, SA has a
target of 50 per cent by 2025,
Queensland recently committed
to a target of 50 per cent by
2030 and Victoria pledged to
reinstate a Victorian RET,
although no target was set at the
time of writing.
This can happen because
schemes that do not rely on
tradeable certificates are not
prevented by federal legislation.

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Lighting

MARK BUTLER’S HOPES FOR
AUSTRALIAN RENEWABLES
Solar

Federal Shadow Minister for Environment Mark Butler says Australia’s inertia on climate change
action will have to cease if the country is to keep up with the world’s major economies’ transition
to a clean energy future – an evolution that will be helped by the recent passage of the renewable
energy target (RET) through Parliament.

C
“There is no question
that this [RET] deal
still provides a strong
platform for future
growth during the
2020s.”

Below: Federal Shadow
Minister for Environment
Mark Butler.

ommenting on the recent resolution of
the renewable energy target (RET),
Mr Butler says that while Labor would have
much preferred the Coalition Government
retain the RET at 41,000 GWh, the legislation
provides the bipartisanship needed to
stimulate investment in the local renewable
energy industry.
Mr Butler says Labor has been able to
secure a deal that will see 25 per cent of
Australia’s energy generated from renewable
sources by 2020, no changes to the
small-scale solar scheme, a full exemption for
emissions-intensive trade-exposed industries,
and the removal of two-yearly RET reviews.
“We did not make this deal with any sense
of joy, but with relief that it will bring an
important industry back from the brink, even
in the face of Tony Abbott’s senseless verbal
attacks in recent days.

ReneSola LED’s – Made for Australia
• Globes, Downlights & T8 Tubes • Local Technical Support

“There is no question that this deal still
provides a strong platform for future growth
during the 2020s.”
Further, Clean Energy Council (CEC)
statistics indicate that the new RET target of
33,000 GWh will stimulate the construction
of 30–50 large projects over the next few
years – involving $10 billion in investment
and 6,500 jobs.
Mr Butler says the industry has reiterated
that there are more than 6,500 megawatts
(MW) of capacity involved in projects that have
already received project planning approval.
“Almost all of them are either large solar or
wind projects. So we are very confident that
we have restored investor confidence and
that we can achieve this target.”
Mr Butler reminisces about bygone times
when bipartisan support helped the
renewables industry grow from strength to
strength, such as in 2001 when the Howard
Government first developed the RET.

• Dedicated Account Managers • Certified to Australian Standards

Energy
Storage

Introducing ReneSola Replus TLE Series
The Hybrid String Inverter Solution for
On/Off-Grid Solar | Self-Consumption | Storage

HOW AUSTRALIA COMPARES ON
THE GLOBAL STAGE
According to Mr Butler, Australia has a very
emissions-intensive electricity sector,
particularly in generation.
“It is more emissions-intensive than
China and about 90 per cent more
emissions-intensive than the OECD average.
So, getting carbon pollution down in
electricity generation is a central part of the
national response to climate change.
“The total money invested in 2014 saw us
drop, in aggregate terms, from 11th in the
world in terms of dollars invested to 39th,
behind countries such as Myanmar, Honduras,
Panama and others, which became bigger
investors in renewable energy than Australia,”
Mr Butler says.
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He observes that “billions of investment
was at the edge of the cliff and thousands of
jobs were at risk”.

THE GOOD AN UNENCUMBERED
INDUSTRY CAN BRING

“Principally, Labor’s
concerns with the ERF
is that it will not
achieve meaningful
reductions in carbon
pollution and will be a
complete waste of
taxpayers’ money.”
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Mr Butler says the bipartisan support enjoyed
by the renewable industry up to a few years
ago has been integral to its success. He
highlights some heartening statistics:
• Between 2007 and 2013, Australia’s wind
power tripled in just six years
• In 2013, the largest wind farm in the
southern hemisphere – the Macarthur Wind
Farm in VIC – was announced
• Later in that year, the largest PV solar farm
in the southern hemisphere – the Nyngan
and Broken Hill Solar Farm in NSW – was
announced
• In 2013, Australia was found by Ernst &
Young’s Renewable Energy Country
Attractiveness Index to be one of the four
most attractive countries for renewable
investment – alongside Germany, China and
the US
• Between 2007 and 2013, the number of
jobs tripled in the industry.
On the last point, Mr Butler says it is all the
more impressive because that period included
the global financial crisis.
“There are not many industries that over
that period were able to triple their number
of jobs. And they were not just the core jobs
in renewable energy; they were spin-off jobs
in manufacturing that had been in many
cases operating for some time, in places like
Portland and Tasmania, building components
for wind towers.”
According to Mr Butler, even an industry
obstructed by the RET has failed to
completely taper off.
“In 2014 alone…there were still about
186,000 Australian households with rooftop
solar panels added to their roofs, with about
3,500 per week being added on average.”
For some added context, Mr Butler says in
2000, an average of two households a week
were having solar panels installed on their
roofs, “exemplifying the degree to which this
has genuinely been a revolution”.

IF LABOR WINS THE NEXT
ELECTION…
As is publicly known, Mr Butler does not
agree with the mandate of the Emissions
Reduction Fund (ERF).
“Principally, Labor’s concerns with the
ERF is that it will not achieve meaningful
reductions in carbon pollution and will be a
complete waste of taxpayers’ money.”
In addition to the inadequacy of the
policy, Mr Butler says some of the projects
to have received ERF support in the first
auction were already operating, and had
been for years.
“Where projects were once being funded
privately by big polluters, they’re now funded
by the taxpayer.”
Mr Butler echoes Bill Shorten’s promise to
take an emissions trading scheme and a
higher large-scale target for 2020 to the
next election.
“We will put a legal cap on carbon
pollution, which will be underpinned by a
market mechanism that allows business to
work out the cheapest and most effective
way to operate within that cap. We are in the
process of developing that policy.”
The Australian Renewable Energy
Agency (ARENA) and the Clean Energy
Finance Corporation’s (CEFC) work is
integral to the industry, and Mr Butler
says Labor will do everything it can to
defend the two organisations from sustained
attacks questioning their legitimacy and
continued existence.
He concludes that Labor has grand
ambitions for renewable energy in Australia.
“We have extraordinary wind resources,
particularly across the southern half of the
continent, solar resources across pretty
much the whole of the continent, marine
resources, particularly in the Southern
Ocean, and much, much more.”
The sky is the limit for the Australian
renewable energy industry, provided the
policy certainty provided by the RET
resolution persists and further initiatives are
put in place to help renewables further rise.
If Mr Butler is appointed at the next election,
he’ll have something to do with that.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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NATIONWIDE COMPETITION
RECOGNISES CLEAN ENERGY
GAME CHANGERS
The Australian Technologies Competition (ATC) has shortlisted 30 of Australia’s most exciting
technology companies for a business acceleration program – including several that have a clear
clean energy mandate.

T

This year’s semi-finalists
include water-based
cremation, transparent
solar panels and a
valveless toilet flush.

he semi-finalist companies in the ATC 15
Business Accelerator are industry-leading
innovators with the potential to become game
changers in several sectors, most noticeably
in the energy industry.
While many of the 30 semi-finalists are
already selling solutions, they are jointly
seeking an additional $50 million to bring
all the solutions to market. This year’s
semi-finalists include water-based cremation,
transparent solar panels and a valveless
toilet flush.
Now in its fifth year, the ATC seeks to find,
mentor and develop Australia’s best
technology companies that have a strong

focus on improving efficiency, resource use
and competitiveness for industry.
The judging panel of the competition
features experts in commercialisation,
finance, intellectual property and technology
development. With a focus on building global
success stories, the judges are looking for not
only the best technologies, but the best
managers and the best business plans.
The 128 entries in this year’s competition
have jointly spent $225 million to date
developing their technologies and have
440 employees.
The ATC 2015 semi-finalists from the
renewable energy industry are listed below:

COMPANY

STATE

TECHNOLOGY

5B Australia

NSW

5B Australia’s Folding East-West Array (FEWA) is a prefabricated, portable, modular solar
PV power system for use where needs are changeable, short-term or spread across
multiple assets.

Aquamation

VIC

Aquamation’s Water Cremation technology uses water instead of gas-fired incineration to
cremate bodies, which reduces energy use, emissions, toxic fumes and airborne mercury
pollution. Aquamation has conducted extensive research and development in a technology
that provides a greener, more environmentally friendly alternative to cremation or burial.

CIM Environmental

NSW

CIM Enviromental’s ACE Platform identifies the root cause of human, software and
hardware faults within mechanical and control systems in the built environment. The
platform uses cloud technology to save building owners millions of dollars each year in
energy costs, significantly reduce carbon emissions, as well as achieve higher NABERS,
LEEDS and BREAM ratings.

Flurosol Industries

VIC

Flurosol’s transparent solar panel redirects light to the edge of the glass or polymer and
then converts it to electricity using small PV cells affixed to the edge of the sheet.

Fulcrum3D

NSW

Fulcrum 3D’s CloudCAM is an advanced ground-based sky imaging system that identifies,
categorises, tracks and predicts cloud movement and shadow for solar power stations.
CloudCAM has been designed for prediction from 30 seconds to 15 minutes in advance,
allowing the control of a local power plant to be optimised for the variable solar conditions.
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COMPANY

STATE

TECHNOLOGY

GreenSync

VIC

GreenSync’s PeakResponse™ and MicroEM™ products reduce network, customer
and generation peaks to provide energy optimisation and demand management.
The products combine the benefits from energy optimisation and demand management,
providing flexibility for sophisticated real-time monitoring and remote access inherent
with cloud connectivity.

HabiDapt

WA

HabiDapt’s Energy Management System (EMS) delivers energy management services to
households and SMEs. Using an online interface, the system keeps track of electricity use,
collects and analyses the data, and makes recommendations to help users save money.

Heat Trap Solar

WA

Heat Trap Solar combines roof-mounted solar hot water with a heat pump booster to
provide the most energy-saving means of heating water. Its products include the Heat Trap
Hybrid Hot Water System – bringing an efficient, reliable, low maintenance, affordable
hybrid hot water system to the market – and the Heat Trap Safety Shower Cooler.

Impacts Solar

QLD

Impacts Solar’s Solar Thermal Technologies provide low-cost heat for desalination, process
heat and steam, thermochemical processing and electricity generation. They are
particularly suited to regional and remote locations where traditional energy sources are
costly and difficult to deliver.

Independent
Products

VIC

Independent Products’ Hybrid HVAC is retrofittable and delivers an average 30–40 per cent
energy reduction on cooling costs compared to conventional HVAC units. The products are
based on sub-cooling technologies that absorb excess heat from refrigerant gas created by
the compressor cycle, and apply a water-based heat exchange prior to the condenser to the
refrigerant gas.

MetaFlush

QLD

MetaFlush® is a radical new valveless toilet flush control system that is simple, logical to
operate, has dual flush capability, is easy to maintain and cannot leak. The system helps the
water supply industry improve water use efficiency and reduces overall water consumption.

Metro Power
Company

WA

Metro Power E2M is a smart grid analytics platform for large grid network operators that
predicts future rolling 15 minute peak electricity loads across their grid, 96 hours ahead
of time. E2M performs a range of enhanced energy services that reduces energy costs
for the industry.

Pacific Environment

NSW

Pacific Environment’s EnviroSuite is a proactive environmental management system that
enables clients to maximise operational efficiencies, better manage environmental
liabilities and meet their regulatory compliance obligations. It supports the social licence
to operate by better managing risks to communities and the environment.

PTronik

NSW

PTronik’s pMC Master Controller monitors and controls dust collector equipment and
filters to reduce energy costs of 40–60 per cent and extends filter bag life by up to
30 per cent. Operational benefits of the pMC include reductions in CO2 emissions of up
to 30–50 per cent.

Renewable Energy
Solutions Australia
(RESA)

QLD

RESA’s VoltLogic operates as an inverter/charger for renewable energy and improves
power quality through voltage regulation, power factor correction and phase balancing in
grid networks. VoltLogic is a multi-function solar power management solution that can
limit export power to the grid from any value between zero and the rated power of the
system, which is also upgradeable in the future to add battery storage.

Switch Automation

NSW

Switch Automation’s system is a cloud-hosted, holistic enterprise and operations platform
for managing buildings and other physical assets. It integrates a wide range of energy
measuring devices and renewable energy sources such as solar and wind inverters, water
tanks and meters.

For further information on how to participate in the Australian Technologies Competition, visit austechcomp.com
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WHY WIND IS INTEGRAL TO
A CLEAN ENERGY FUTURE
Senvion Australia’s CEO and Managing Director Chris Judd looks forward to renewed positivity in
the clean energy sector where, after 16 months of uncertainty, an amended Renewable Energy
Target (RET) finally passed into legislation.

W

Image: Senvion Australia’s CEO and Managing
Director, Chris Judd, says wind energy, as a mature
and competitive technology, has an important role
to play in supporting Australia’s transition to a low
carbon economy.
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hile this comes as a great relief to the
clean energy sector, the negative impact
on investor confidence has been significant.
According to Bloomberg New Energy
Finance, investment in large-scale projects
such as wind farms was down by 88 per cent
in 2014 when compared to the year before.
Meanwhile, the Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) has found that the annual
figure for direct fulltime employees in the
renewables sector declined by 15 per cent in

2013–14 from the peak of 14,890 recorded
for 2011–12. However, the RET resolution
provides some hope for the future – turn
to page 58 to read what three industry
experts have to say about the renewables
jobs market.
In the lead up to the international climate
negotiations in Paris at the end of the year,
it is clear that strong action in the energy
sector is needed if we are to avoid
dangerous climate change.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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“Going down the
‘business as usual’
pathway will further
cement our dependence
on greenhouse-polluting
fossil fuels for our
energy.”

Founded in 2002, Senvion
Australia‘s projects account for
approximately 10 per cent of the
local wind energy market with a
total of 440 megawatts of wind
capacity installed across nine wind
farms in Victoria and New South
Wales. Senvion’s local team has
the skills and expertise to design,
build, operate and maintain
sustainable power plants, from
initial wind and site engineering
through to operations and
maintenance support.
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In its recent World Energy Outlook Special
Report 2015: Energy and Climate Change, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) concludes
that “a transformation of the world’s energy
system must become a uniting vision if the
two degree climate goal is to be achieved”.
In the report, the agency says current
national commitments to cut greenhouse
gases are still insufficient to keep the
world below two degrees of warming above
pre-industrial levels.
In other words, countries must commit to
the accelerated uptake of economy-wide
energy productivity improvements, increased
investment in clean energy supplies, and a
transition away from existing carbon
intensive technologies.
Australia is now at a crossroads.
Going down the ‘business as usual’
pathway will further cement our
dependence on greenhouse-polluting fossil
fuels for our energy.
Doing our bit to avoid dangerous climate
change will mean that Australia needs to take
a different route.
The risks of climate change to Australia are
significant and well-researched. Australia’s
climate is changing, and it is highly likely that
this will result in increased frequency and
severity of extreme weather events, loss of
ecosystems and some native species, impacts
on agricultural production, risks to coastal
infrastructure, damage to our coral reefs
and constraints on water resources in
Southern Australia.
Given the potential impacts on Australia,
it is in our interests that collective
international greenhouse abatement goals
are ambitious enough to give the world a
chance to avoid dangerous climate change.
Australia’s contribution to meeting
international commitments should, at the
very least, be fair and consistent with other
developed countries. At best, we can
take a leading role to ensure Australia is
well-positioned to take advantage of the
innovations, investment and job growth that a
low-carbon economy would unlock.
Clearly, our greenhouse abatement goals
need to be much higher than current
ambitions. The Climate Change Authority’s
Special Review Draft Report, Australia’s
Future Emissions Reduction Targets,
recommends a 2025 target of 30 per cent
below 2000 levels, and target range of
40–60 per cent reduction from 2000 levels
by 2030.

Achieving these targets would require a
transformation of our energy sector – an
enormous task that will require strong
policy intervention.
The recent Energy White Paper was a
missed opportunity to set out a
comprehensive vision for a sustainable
energy future. While the paper noted the
importance of energy efficiency and
renewable energy, the role of the energy
sector in meeting greenhouse abatement
targets was not addressed, and as a result,
the policies needed to move to a low carbon
economy were not fully explored.
Even without an overarching vision, it is
clear that renewable energy investment must
increase. Wind energy, as a mature and
competitive technology, has a particularly
important role to play in supporting the
transition to a low-carbon economy.
The IEA projects that global wind energy
generation will need to increase by over
450 per cent between 2013 and 2030 in order
to meet climate change goals.
The wind sector has the potential to
become a significant economic powerhouse in
Australia, underpinning the growth of new
manufacturing industries and creating new
clean energy jobs.
However, constant policy changes have
undermined the potential to fully advance the
regional development opportunities
associated with wind farms. For example, a
few years ago, Senvion Australia was involved
in the establishment of the first wind farm
electrician apprenticeship program in
collaboration with RMIT. This program was
wildly popular, and attracted 700 applicants
for 10 places.
However, despite the strong interest from
young trainee electricians who want to build
the skills needed to serve a green economy,
this initiative has not been able to be
sustained. A stable, long-term policy
environment is critical to realising the training
and manufacturing opportunities that a
thriving wind energy sector could bring to
this country.
Rebuilding confidence in the large-scale
renewables sector in this country will take
time, and international investors will be
paying close attention to future policy
developments in Australia. While it is
important that greenhouse abatement targets
are ambitious, it is absolutely critical that the
policy framework to get there has clear,
unwavering and bipartisan support.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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ROOFTOP SOLAR SOARS
IN TOUGH YEAR FOR
RENEWABLES
2014 may have been one of the most challenging years for the renewable energy industry, but
rooftop solar continued to grow, according to the Clean Energy Australia Report 2014 released by
the Clean Energy Council (CEC) in early June.

T
CEC Chief Executive Kane
Thornton.

Image: © Peangdao / Shutterstock
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he report reveals that more than
15,000 businesses nationwide have now
installed a solar power system, helping them
save a collective $64 million on their power
bills each year.
Although around 13.47 per cent of
Australia’s electricity came from renewable
sources in 2014 – enough to power 4.5
million average homes for a year – it was a
drop from the 14.76 per cent the year before.
The report attributes this to lower rainfall in
hydro catchment areas.
The steadily rising contribution from both
wind (six per cent increase) and solar power
(29 per cent increase) was not enough to
offset the fall in hydro generation. For the
first time this century, hydro provided less
than half of Australia’s renewable energy
during the calendar year.
The report also found that the repeal of
the carbon price in the second half of 2014
changed commercial drivers in many

businesses and led to an increase in coal
generation and a rise in emissions from the
power generation sector.
EcoGeneration expands on some of the
key findings contained in the report.

SURGE IN HOUSEHOLD AND
BUSINESS SOLAR

“Storage allows
consumers to more
fully manage their
energy use,
complement their
onsite renewable
energy generation, help
with the management
of peak demand, and
fundamentally change
the role of networks
and the traditional
energy system.”

Household solar fared better than the
large-scale sector last year. Increased
consumer engagement and awareness about
electricity prices and the benefits of solar
technology meant more than 230,000
households and businesses installed either
solar power or solar hot water.
The commercial solar power sector was the
biggest source of growth during the year, as
more businesses switched on to solar to
reduce energy bills. Many new systems over
10 kilowatts (kW) were installed across the
country during 2014, including the impressive
$1.3 million Conergy solar power system
www.ecogeneration.com.au

NSW

installed at Mars Confectionary in Ballarat
and IKEA’s 3.9 MW of power across its east
coast stores and warehouses.
Bundaberg in Queensland was Australia’s
solar power capital at the end of 2014, with
the most solar power systems of any
postcode in the country. Mandurah in Western
Australia was second and Hervey Bay in
Queensland placed third. Eight of the top 10
solar regions of the year were befittingly from
the Sunshine State, while the remaining two
were from the Western Australia.

DIP IN LARGE-SCALE RENEWABLE
TECHNOLOGIES, BUT NOT ALL BAD
Australia moved sharply backwards on
investment in large-scale renewable energy
last year. According to Bloomberg New Energy
Finance, new investment in large-scale
projects such as solar and wind farms was
down by 88 per cent in 2014 compared to the
year before. This stands in contrast to the
global appetite for clean energy that
increased by 16 per cent to $US310 billion.
Promisingly however, Australia’s largest
solar farm was completed by Fotowatio
Renewable Ventures in Canberra, thanks to
support from the ACT Government’s reverse
auction for large-scale solar power. Several
other large-scale solar projects were also
underway – including AGL and First Solar’s
twin projects at Nyngan (102 MW) and Broken
Hill (53 MW), as well as the 56 MW Moree
Solar Farm in northern NSW and the
ground-breaking 44 MW Kogan Creek Solar
Thermal Coal-Solar Hybrid Project.

WIND FARES BETTER THAN
EXPECTED
Despite the uncertainty wrought by the then
unresolved RET, three wind farms totalling
566.7 MW were completed during 2014.
Among these was Trustpower’s Snowtown 2
in South Australia – the country’s second
www.ecogeneration.com.au

QLD

largest operating wind farm – Goldwind’s
Gullen Range in NSW and Meridian’s Mt
Mercer in Victoria. These projects were
approved and financed long before the
beginning of the RET review.
Five wind farms are due for completion
in 2015 and 2016, and three others were
given a new lease of life by the ACT
Government’s reverse auction on wind
power. The successful projects were
announced in early 2015. They are the Ararat
Wind Farm, the Coonooer Bridge Wind Farm
and the Hornsdale Wind Farm.

ENERGY STORAGE CONTINUES
TO FLOURISH
Energy storage continued to attract keen
interest, with innovation and step changes –
such as the construction of the $US5 billion
Gigafactory by Tesla Motors in the US –
expected to drive down the price of technology
and lead to its widespread adoption in
upcoming years. Additionally, Panasonic’s
entry into the energy storage market earlier
this year bodes well for the industry.
“Storage allows consumers to more fully
manage their energy use, complement their
onsite renewable energy generation, help
with the management of peak demand, and
fundamentally change the role of networks
and the traditional energy system,” the
report says.

EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
Employment across the renewables sector
diminished by nearly 1,000 full-time positions,
leaving approximately 20,000 people directly
employed by the renewable energy industry.
“While there are always multiple factors
behind staff lay-off decisions, investment
uncertainty was clearly a factor in job losses
at Australian firms Keppel Prince Engineering,
Pacific Hydro and Hydro Tasmania,” the
report says.
ecogeneration August 2015
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GSES books now available
on
shop
A range of educational books produced by Global Sustainable Energy
Solutions can now be purchased through EcoGeneration.

Estimated percentage contribution of
each technology to renewable generation

Annual electricity generation 2014

Hydro 45.8%

Renewable 13.47%

Wind 30.9%

Fossil Fuels 86.53%

Household and
commercial solar 15.3%
Bioenergy 7.6%
Large-scale solar 0.4%

4400
Accredited installers
Australia-wide at the
end of 2014

15,000+
Businesses across
Australia have
installed solar power

4670
Australia’s top solar
postcode, with 9309
installations

The wind industry was the most affected,
with the sector employing approximately 500
fewer people than the year before. Many of
these jobs were in construction. Full-time
employment in rooftop solar was also down
due to a reduction in the number of solar
power installations.
Turn to page 58 to read our article
charting the future outlook of the
renewables job market.

ARENA’S HUGE ROLE
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency
(ARENA) supported a diverse group of
projects investigating cutting-edge renewable
technologies. These included the use of
renewable energy in off-grid situations for a
variety of applications, such as mining at
Weipa in North Queensland.
Hybrid technologies were also a focus of
ARENA’s work, including a project that aims to
integrate solar and wind with diesel at Coober
Pedy, which will hopefully provide 70 per cent
of the town’s electricity from renewables.

STATE RENEWABLE ENERGY
POLICIES VITAL
As detailed in our article on page 20 on
state-led collaboration in renewables,
SA is outperforming all other states when it
comes to renewable energy generation.
Approximately 40 per cent of SA’s power
came from renewable energy in 2014,
while the State Government increased
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its own RET to 50 per cent by 2025.
Further, SA was completely powered by
renewable energy between 9.30am and
6pm on 30 September in 2014, providing a
glimpse into the potential of renewable
energy in Australia.
NSW’s then Environment Minister Rob
Stokes pledged that NSW would become
“Australia’s answer to California” for
renewable energy (turn to page 12 to read
what NSW Minister for Industry, Resources
and Energy Anthony Roberts has to say
about this), while Victoria has made its
planning regulations more appealing for
wind farm applications.

Earthscan Expert Series:
Grid-Connected Solar Electric Systems
Covers the basics of solar technology,
and the issues surrounding design,
installation and maintenance of
grid-connected PV systems.

Stand Alone Power Supply
Systems Design and Installation
Training Manual
A must for anyone involved in the
design and installation of SAPs.

Grid-Connected PV Systems with
Battery Storage
A comprehensive handbook on
designing such systems.

RET UNCERTAINTY FINALLY OVER
– WHAT NOW?
With the RET passing Parliament at the end of
June, the future for the sector looks
immensely promising. The Bureau of
Resource and Energy Economics (BREE) has
predicted that the price of renewable energy
technology, particularly solar and wind, will
continue to fall rapidly over the next decade
and will be among the lowest cost of all types
of electricity generation within the next 10 to
20 years.
“It is not too late to catch up again, given
our abundant sunshine, wind, waves, biomass
and other renewable energy resources – not
to mention the extraordinary capability of the
local industry,” CEC Chief Executive Kane
Thornton says.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Grid-Connected PV Systems
Design and Installation
This new 7th edition contains
new chapters, extension
information, additional examples
and improved diagrams.

Solar Entrepreneur’s Handbook
Aimed at people wanting to start a
new renewable energy business in a
developing country.

Visit ecogeneration.com.au/shop for more information
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BEATING THE SYSTEM:
REPOSIT POWER GIVES THE
‘POWER’ BACK TO CONSUMERS

“People are not buying electricity storage hardware; they’re buying empowerment and
transparency,” Reposit Power Co-Founder Dean Spaccavento said earlier this year. EcoGeneration
has a chat with Mr Spaccavento about how Reposit Power’s ‘GridCredits’ technology is
revolutionising the energy market.

R

eposit Power was one of the first
companies in Australia to team up with
Tesla earlier this year to combine its own
GridCredits technology with the Powerwall
residential battery storage system. The
company is unique in that it operates a model
that allows consumers to trade their stored
energy on the grid.

C

HOW REPOSIT POWER CAME
ABOUT

A: Reposit Power Co-Founders Dr Lachlan Blackhall and
Dean Spaccavento.
B: Reposit Power Chief Operating Officer Luke Osborne.
C: Reposit Power’s GridCredits app.
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Significant industry expertise underpins
Reposit Power. Mr Spaccavento is a technical
expert in the electrical industry and the former
Chief Information Officer of Energy Response.
Fellow Co-Founder Dr Lachlan Blackhall has
both a PhD and expertise in distributed control
systems and data analytics. Both of them were
later joined by Luke Osborne, former Chief
Operating Officer at Windlab.
They wanted a total energy system for their
home, but after researching what residential
storage was available, their back-of-theenvelope calculation gave them a 28-year
payback period. Given the estimated life of
battery storage systems was only 10 years,
they wondered if the dream of a residential
storage evolution would ever be possible.
Fast forward a year, they gave up their day
jobs and set up shop out the back of a charity
store – combining their respective knowledge

in control systems, analytics and demand
response to develop a solution that would
enable a financially responsible shift away
from non-renewable energy resources that
ultimately puts control of energy storage in
the hands of electricity consumers.
Thus Reposit Power was born.

GRIDCREDITS TECHNOLOGY HAILED
A “GAMECHANGER”
Reposit Power does not produce energy
storage systems; rather, it produces the
software which goes into an energy storage
system. This means that when consumers
order an energy storage unit – from, say, a
manufacturer like Tesla or an installer – they
can request a ‘Reposit Ready’ version, that is
one with Reposit software already installed
into it.
Reposit Power’s solution includes the
‘GridCredits’ technology, which automatically
decides on behalf of households throughout
the day whether to store energy in a battery
or sell it back to the grid at a profit i.e. it
buys energy when prices are low and sells
energy when prices are high to make a profit
for consumers.
When consumers sell their stored energy
back into the grid, they get GridCredits –
allowing them to make money from selling
their stored energy into the grid.
ecogeneration August 2015
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Right: A ‘Reposit Ready’
energy storage unit. This
one is made by Magellan
in Australia.

“This enables households to take control of
their energy bills and directly participate in
energy markets as a buyer and seller of
electricity. Reposit Power has also developed
an app which enables users to see real-time
energy consumption and solar generation,”
Mr Spaccavento says.
The solution lets the consumer be in
control, as the company has designed a
conduit between them and energy markets –
a position that was previously reserved for
big businesses.
“Reposit Power offers a solution that allows
customers to participate in the energy market
and essentially ‘beat the system’, with the
opportunity to make a profit from selling their
stored energy,” Mr Spaccavento says.
The storage phenomenon has, of course,
everything to do with Reposit Power’s
business model.
“At the moment, energy bills seem to keep
going up and even if you have solar to try and
combat this, unless you use the energy
exactly when you produce it, you are

CONSUMER THE KING
IN BATTERY STORAGE
exporting it back to the grid and you will not
be able to be fairly compensated for it,” Mr
Spaccavento says.
Tesla hasn’t been the only energy storage
manufacturer to take notice. Mr Spaccavento
says the company has received interest from
other energy storage manufacturers,
networks and retailers alike – both within
Australia and internationally.
“GridCredits changes the game with
customers; it enables them to make money
from their solar and storage and be fairly
compensated for it, which opens the doors
for energy retailers to actually have positive
conversations with their customers,”
Mr Spaccavento says.

6 LESSONS MR SPACCAVENTO HAS LEARNED ABOUT CONSUMERS
AND ENERGY STORAGE:
1. Consumers think $15,000 is too much for an energy storage system
$12,000 to $14,000 is the average price people end up paying for
energy storage. GridCredits positively affects a customer’s investment
and significantly reduces the payback period.
2. Consumers want to be the ones to calculate their payback time, but
they want it to be easy
Consumers want transparency, but they do not want black box numbers.
They need to feel comfortable that a payback calculation is trustworthy
and easy to follow.
3. Consumers think a five-year warranty is not enough for a $15,000
battery storage unit
Many energy storage manufacturers think two years is a long enough
warranty, but Reposit found that consumers want to know that the
energy storage they invest in is backed by support if they need it, rather
than a ‘fly-by-nighter’ storage provider.
4. Consumers want to power their houses during a blackout
If consumers are going to invest in energy storage, they expect that it
will function and have enough capacity in the case of a blackout.
5. Consumers want energy storage hardware to look good, be safe and
be quiet
6. Consumers want to choose their energy storage system, but need it
to work together with their existing systems
Consumers do not want to have a company dictate to them which
battery brand they must use.
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HARDWARE AGNOSTICISM
Reposit Power’s solution is capable of
working across different solar and energy
storage systems.
“Taking this approach lets the customer
choose what energy storage hardware they
want in their house,” Mr Spaccavento says.

The battery storage revolution is at the forefront of renewable energy’s meteoric rise.
EcoGeneration talks to one of Australia’s foremost energy storage experts – Dr Sam Behrens,
Group Leader for the Demand Side Energy Technologies research group in CSIRO’s Energy
Flagship – about what it is like working in one of the most talked about industries in the world.

D

ROLL-OUT OF GRIDCREDITS
Reposit Power has been rolling out its
GridCredits-enabled energy storage systems
in the ACT, as part of its early adopter
program. The program is supported by
$445,000 funding from the Australian
Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA).
Mr Spaccavento says the pilot has already
shown the Australian Energy Market Operator
that households and businesses can be a
reliable source of power.
“In particular, the pilot has demonstrated
that with Reposit Power, customers have the
ability to support a network with additional
capacity, and help with the integration of
renewables into the grid.”
Mr Spaccavento says ACT customers have
embraced its GridCredits system, because
they are now able to see exactly what is going
on with their solar and energy storage.
“We have already identified a significant
change in consumers’ behaviour, they’re
engaging with energy and this has extended
to material positive impacts on these
consumers’ energy bills.”
A national rollout of GridCredits has been
scheduled for the second half of 2015. In the
meantime, customers can request a ‘Reposit
Ready’ energy storage system from their
energy retailer, installer and energy storage
manufacturer.

CSIRO Research
Group Leader
Dr Sam Behrens.

“We are doing
something that will
impact Australia as a
whole and I’ve always
wanted to be a part of
that. I’ve always wanted
to make an impact.”

Mr Spaccavento spoke about
Reposit’s business model at the
2015 Australian Energy Storage
Conference and Exhibition earlier
this year. Next year’s conference
will take place on 8-9 June 2016.
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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r Behrens may share his name with a
daytime soap star (Maxwell Hollister
from The Young and the Restless), but
that’s where the similarities end. An
electrical-mechanical engineer, Dr Behrens
manages a multi-disciplinary research group
consisting of engineers, software developers,
battery chemists, applied mathematicians
and social scientists.
Dr Behrens is regularly invited to present
his work at a number of key national and
international conferences – including more
recently, the 2015 Australian Energy Storage
Conference & Exhibition.

WHAT GETS YOU UP IN THE
MORNING?
Dr Behrens says it’s really great working in an
area that is set to have a big effect on
everyone’s lives in some way.
“This particular area of energy storage will
affect everyone, from mums and dads as well
as grandparents, to everyone across the
electrical network, and it’s great to be a part
of that.”
Dr Behrens got his first taste of energy
storage through a project he worked on with
the Department of Defence.
“One of the projects drew upon the
energy harvesting work that I used to do;
we had to look at how to harvest energy out
of soldier’s motion, and convert it into
electrical energy and store that in a flexible
lithium-ion battery.”
Dr Behrens took on his current role as
Group Leader for the challenge.
“We are doing something that will impact
Australia as a whole and I’ve always wanted to
be a part of that. I’ve always wanted to make
an impact.”

HOW BATTERY STORAGE IS
RESHAPING THE ENERGY SECTOR
Dr Behrens says energy storage is a “game
changer” and predicts that it will change the
way people view the electrical network
outside their home.
In a business model that has already
been implemented by Reposit Power (turn
to page 42 to read more about this),
Dr Behrens says people will want to start
buying and trading energy.
“It might become a commodity. Mums and
dads will be able to buy and sell electricity.”
He also flags the many positives that will
come out of energy storage.
“The grid can adapt and change to certain
conditions. You might have situations like a
NSW east coast low storm that comes down
and blacks out Newcastle. You can use some
of that storage we have to prop up the
network during those times of need.”
Furthermore, storage can smooth out any
drop in power that results from the intermittent
electricity that solar PV panels provide.
“If you have a solar PV panel installation on
top of the roof and you have battery storage,
you might have a cloud go over. Power
production from the solar installation drops
off very rapidly. Storage can smooth out that
drop in power very quickly. With that large
step change, storage prevents a situation
where the network is disturbed.”
Dr Behrens says storage can further
mitigate these problems in large
communities with lots of solar panels, and
adds that it’s good for the homes and good
for the utility networks.
That being said, he says he cannot see
power outages becoming completely
consigned to the past.
ecogeneration August 2015
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Dr Behrens says energy storage is not cost
competitive now, but called on people to give
it a “couple of years”.
“It’s only a matter of time before energy
storage becomes more cost-effective. The
electronics industry is playing a big part in
this electricity change. They have their own
drivers for doing it, because they see this as a
new market, but it could be a good result for
the mums and dads.

SAFETY IN STORAGE

Image: CSIRO’s Storage
Energy Integration
Facility (SEIF) research
platform.

“I don’t think we’ll ever have a 100 per cent
reliable grid. We can try and aim for that but
we won’t have that. We’d probably still have
outages in some form with renewables, either
with brownouts or blackouts.”
Dr Behrens says that, compared to a lot of
other countries, Australia is lucky because it
has a reliable electrical network.
“There are other countries in the world
where they get just a few hours of reliable
power to do everything. We’re pretty
fortunate and we take it for granted. Maybe
we need to adapt a little bit. Instead of
turning on our air-conditioning or heating, we
could take a layer of clothes off or add a layer
of clothes.”

“The same companies that developed solar PV
panels are doing the exactly same thing for
batteries – they’re ramping up their production.”
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WHEN WILL STORAGE BECOME
MAINSTREAM?
Dr Behrens refers to UBS Bank data released
early last year, which says the average
Australian household may find it cost
competitive to go off-grid by 2018 due to the
falling cost of solar and battery storage.
He thinks 2018 is too soon.
“I know a number of manufactures and
installers are selling ‘bundled’ solar PV panel
and storage systems. There’s a lot of technical
challenges that need to be overcome; safety
as well as the fact that there are connection
challenges that need to be worked through.”
Besides the lack of safety standards,
the prohibitive cost of batteries is currently
an obstacle.
However, Dr Behrens believes that the
electronics industry are the main drivers of
the renewable energy sector, and predicts this
same early adoption to filter down to storage
and reduce the price of such systems.
“The large electronics industry players
were the ones that developed solar PV panels
– they’ve optimised and ramped up mass
production and they’ve reduced the cost of
these panels dramatically. The same
companies that developed solar PV panels are
doing the exactly same thing for batteries –
they’re ramping up their production.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au

Dr Behrens is currently looking at different
safety aspects of battery storage; from
residential to commercial and industrial.
“We are looking at what needs to be
installed. If you’re putting [a storage system]
in someone’s house, certain aspects need to
be considered – does it need to be on a
cooler, south facing wall? Does it need to
have some sort of barricades? How does it
connect electrically?
“My viewpoint is that residential
storage could be one of those surprise
technologies. It could be similar to solar
PV panels in that it could just appear on
the network and that could cause a whole
range of issues.
“If your energy storage system doesn’t
have adequate protection, you may have a
situation where a power line has gone down
due to a fallen tree but your house could still
be live; this could potentially be a real risk to
people who are out there reconnecting the
wires from the fallen tree.”
Dr Behrens says protection standards
need to be created around storage.

REUSE IT OR LOSE IT
Storage technology’s immense renewable
potential could be reversed by the deleterious
environmental effects of battery chemistries.
Although more than 80 per cent of
lead-acid batteries are recycled at the
moment, Dr Behrens says there is no facility
in Australia at present that recycles other
types of batteries, like lithium-ion batteries.
Lithium-ion batteries are being used in
storage technology due to their higher
power density and their ability to provide
higher peak power at a rapid rate.
“There isn’t a business case for recycling
energy storage – excluding lead-acid batteries
– at the moment. As more lithium-ion battery
technologies are adopted, maybe in the next
www.ecogeneration.com.au

five years or so, there will be a big market for
recycling lithium-ion batteries – mainly
around recovery of cobalt metal out of the
battery. Cobalt is fairly expensive and not
very environmentally friendly.”
Apart from the issue of recycling, Dr
Behrens says demand management –
whether through a centralised body or
autonomously – could be the next frontier.
“How will all this energy storage be
co-ordinated on the electrical network?
Each of the storage units does its own thing,
but as a collective, they all form part of the
same network.”

In the short-term, Dr Behrens says battery
recycling and standards will need to be
established but predicts that in the long
term, these aspects of storage technology
will need to be seamlessly integrated with
demand management.
Whatever is tackled next, consumers are
bound to reap the rewards of this new form of
renewable technology.
“There is not going to be a sole winner
from the storage boom, although consumers
are touted to potentially be one of the biggest
winners with the reduction in residential
energy costs,” Dr Behrens concludes.

WHAT ABOUT ELECTRIC VEHICLES?
While most of people’s focus has been on residential storage, Dr Behrens
says electric vehicles have a similar function.
“Besides driving your car to and from work every day, you can also use the
electric vehicle’s storage as your residential storage.”
According to Dr Behrens, people can use their solar panels to charge up their
car batteries, particularly during the weekend when they’re home. When
people need electricity from their solar panels later on in the day, they can
discharge their car, assuming the car is plugged into the house.
“Experts are calling this rolling storage instead of stationary storage.”
However, the burgeoning area is not without its challenges.
“Most cars have a large amount of storage. Many utilities are worried about
these electric vehicles connecting to the grid at the same time, thus
increasing demand on the network and the distribution area. There are a
lot of inherent issues with this.”
Dr Behrens says the charging of electricity vehicles will have to be
co-ordinated across consumers.
“You don’t want your neighbour charging their car at the same time as you.
You may want to stagger charging the cars.”
However, it may take longer for electric vehicles to become in vogue –
despite them being a proven technology.
“There need to be charge points everywhere and infrastructure to charge
electric vehicles. There are chargers currently available, but you can’t yet
drive along on a freeway and plug your car in anywhere. It only takes five
minutes to fill up a petrol tank, but with electric vehicles, you may have to
wait half an hour for them to charge,” Dr Behrens says.
Australia’s sheer size is another hurdle obstructing the widespread
purchasing of electric vehicles.
“Australia has large distances that need to be travelled. It’s fine to travel
back and forth from work in an electric vehicle, but you can’t easily travel
long distances in them just yet.”
Dr Behrens says hybrid electric vehicles that combine a combustion engine,
electric motor and storage could be an effective transitional solution.
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energy productivity?’ box on page 51) – and
named energy productivity one of the
Government’s top three energy priorities.
Among other commitments, the Paper
promised that the Australian Government will
“develop a National Energy Productivity Plan
that provides national action in co-operation
with the states and territories and industry,
covering the built environment, equipment
and appliances, and vehicles”, as well as
“improve national energy productivity by up
to 40 per cent by 2030”.
So is there a silver lining to federal energy
policy? And how much can actually be
achieved through energy productivity policies?
Answer: more than you might think.
To get a more in-depth view of this issue,
we spoke to two leading voices in the energy
efficiency sector: Luke Menzel, Chief
Executive Officer of the Energy Efficiency
Council (EEC), and Alan Pears, Sustainable
Energy & Climate Researcher at RMIT
University and one of Australia’s leading
energy efficiency experts. We asked them if
the EWC outlines a viable plan for energy
efficiency in Australia, and how damaging the
plan is for the renewables sector.

THE SILVER LINING IN THE
FEDERAL ENERGY PLAN

Q&A WITH LUKE MENZEL
THE RECENT EWP WAS
FAVOURABLY RECEIVED BY THE EEC –
WHICH PARTS OF THE PLAN DOES
THE EEC FIND MOST PROMISING?
The Government’s EWP marked an
important milestone in the public debate
around energy. The White Paper only had
three chapters, and one of them was
devoted to energy productivity. We welcomed
this as progress towards making energy
efficiency one of the pillars of Australia’s
energy policy.
Energy productivity has become a major
issue for global competitiveness. China has
dramatically improved its energy
productivity in the last decade, and the

“The Government’s EWP marked an important milestone in the public
debate around energy. ”
LUKE MENZEL

The recent Energy White Paper was a snub to renewables but a boon to efficiency mavens.
EcoGeneration talks through some of the implications with industry experts.

I

Image: © ArtisticPhoto / Shutterstock
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n April this year, the Federal Government
unveiled its long-term vision for the future
of energy in Australia, in the form of the
Energy White Paper (EWP). Depending on
whom you spoke to, the paper was either a
non-event, an insult or an outright disaster
for the renewables sector.
The 81-page document focused on
Australia’s gas and coal industries,
mentioning renewables only in passing, and
usually in negative terms. In almost the same
breath, the EWP stated that “the Australian
Government is committed to supporting a
sustainable renewable energy sector” and
then repeated its commitment to abolish

agencies such as the Australian Renewable
Energy Agency (ARENA) and the Clean
Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC).
Even in the most generous view, it was a
slap in the face for clean energy.
There was one sector, however – if not
technically part of the renewables industry,
then certainly an honorary member –
which was very happy with the EWP, and
endorsed it wholeheartedly: the energy
efficiency industry.
An entire chapter of the EWP was given
over to energy efficiency – or rather, energy
productivity, which is the term now used to
embrace efficiency savings (see the ‘What is
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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Q&A WITH ALAN PEARS
THE EWP HAS A STRONG FOCUS ON
ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY. IS THIS A
VIABLE PLAN TO REDUCE NET
EMISSIONS AND/OR NET RESOURCE
USE IN AUSTRALIA?

“Studies shows that
energy efficiency is the
biggest contributor up
to 2030-2040 in
emissions reduction
related to energy.”
ALAN PEARS

“The simple truth is
that Australian homes
and businesses can
save money by making
cost-effective energy
efficiency investments.”
LUKE MENZEL

Image: Black future: the EWP focuses on the ongoing
dominance of fossil fuels.
Image: © worradirek / Shutterstock.
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United States has adopted a goal to double
its energy productivity by 2030. However,
we’ve barely tapped the potential for
energy efficiency in Australia.
The simple truth is that Australian homes
and businesses can save money by making
cost-effective energy efficiency investments.
We need to get serious about building a
stable, bipartisan energy policy that drives
energy efficiency, and the cost savings and
productivity benefits that come out of it.
The White Paper is the first step in achieving
that goal.

DOES THE FOCUS ON ENERGY
PRODUCTIVITY CONSTITUTE A
VIABLE LONG-TERM PLAN FOR
AUSTRALIA’S ENERGY FUTURE?
The goals in the EWP are high level, and that’s
appropriate at this early stage. There is a
commitment to work with the states and
territories to develop a National Energy
Productivity Plan, and to establish an energy
productivity target of up to 40 per cent by
2030. It’s a good start, but the energy
efficiency sector is looking to the Government
to put some flesh on the bones of this plan
over the coming months.

WHAT, IN THE EEC’S VIEW, IS THE
GREATEST OVERSIGHT OR BLIND
SPOT IN THE WHITE PAPER?
We’d like to see the Abbott Government
lead by example. The Baird Government
in NSW is already implementing an
aggressive plan to improve the efficiency of
its schools, hospitals and offices buildings –
a move that will save NSW taxpayers millions
of dollars. By improving the energy efficiency
of its own operations, the Abbott
Government can show they are willing to
walk the talk on energy productivity and
make substantial savings to the budget
bottom line.

WHAT WILL THE PRACTICAL
OUTCOMES OF THE WHITE PAPER
BE IN TERMS OF EFFICIENCY
INITIATIVES?
The White Paper isn’t about detailed policy
proposals – it’s focused on setting out a
long-term direction for energy policy in
Australia. We understand that developing
this plan will take some time. We’re
committed to working with the Government
as they develop this plan, and we’ll be
looking for the rubber to hit the road in 2016.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

In Australia, energy efficiency has received
very low policy priority. In contrast, the
International Energy Agency and every other
international study shows that energy
efficiency is the biggest contributor up to
2030-2040 in emissions reduction and cost
reduction related to energy. So it is about
time it received serious commitment.

ON THE OTHER HAND, THE EWP
LARGELY IGNORES RENEWABLES.
HOW DAMAGING IS THIS FOR THE
SECTOR?
The lack of renewable energy policy focus in
the EWP is very disappointing, but not
surprising given that the Renewable Energy
Target (RET) issues were still unresolved
when the EWP was published and our present
government has shown significant dislike of
renewable energy. At the same time,
renewable energy policy needs to be broader
and more sophisticated than just the RET.

WHAT ABOUT THE RENEWED
COMMITMENT TO DEFUND
AGENCIES SUCH AS THE CEFC
AND ARENA?
The work of agencies such as the CEFC and
ARENA, among others, is vitally important in
driving effective renewable energy outcomes,
and I suspect that the people from those
agencies, as well as other groups such as

state and local governments, have a lot of
good ideas on how to accelerate renewable
energy progress.
We should also recognise that some areas
of renewable energy are maturing to the point
where the private sector can drive viable
business models – as long as policymakers
don’t block them by allowing incumbents to
use their market power to undermine genuine
competition and government support for
innovation and commercialisation of
emerging competitors.

WHAT ARE THE MAIN ISSUES WITH
THE ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY PLAN?
My main concern is that, by defining energy
productivity as economic output per unit of
energy cost instead of the more usual
economic output per unit of primary
energy – as seen in the Australian Alliance to
Save Energy (A2SE) and ClimateWorks
Australia reports – the Government may fail
to focus appropriately on energy efficiency
and use the EWP plan to focus on energy
market issues that are rapidly losing
relevance, such as privatisation of ageing
conventional electricity assets whose value
and role is declining in our rapidly changing
world. Also, the commitment in the EWP
offered no timeframe and no allocation of
resources, and set a weak preliminary
target relative to those proposed by A2SE
and ClimateWorks.

CAN THE PLAN BE IMPLEMENTED
EFFECTIVELY? WHAT REGULATORY
CHANGES ARE NEEDED TO MAKE IT
HAPPEN?
It is very early days. A fundamental problem
is that many effective and proven energy
efficiency and energy productivity measures
undermine the positions of powerful
incumbents not just in the energy sector, but
in the building and appliance sectors and
involve strong market interventions that are
not favoured by the present government.
However, the EWP does note that energy
standards may have a role.

WHAT IS ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY?
Governments love to change the language they use to talk about policy areas, and energy is no exception. At some point
in the last few years, a decision was made to stop talking about ‘energy efficiency’ and replace it with the slightly broader
notion of ‘energy productivity’. It’s mainly a difference of emphasis. Energy efficiency is about using less energy to get the
same result – insulate your building or switch to LED lighting – and therefore carries a possibly negative connotation for
the energy industry, in that the ultimate aim is to reduce energy demand. Energy productivity focuses more on the
economic side, and is concerned with the amount of economic output that can be achieved per unit of energy. The
emphasis here, then, is not on the overall amount of energy we’re using, but the amount of money we expend on it – or
can make from it. It’s about doing more with energy, rather than trying to use less energy. See the difference?
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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GET SET FOR
ALL-ENERGY 2015

Experts from overseas and all over Australia will be converging in Melbourne in October to share
their experience and insights at All-Energy 2015. International speakers include Volker Beckers,
former CEO of RWE npower – the biggest utility in Europe – who will be travelling from Germany
to Australia for the International Keynote on 7 October.

A
With over 100 exhibitors
on display, this provides
an unparalleled
opportunity for
members of the
industry to meet
suppliers and facilitate
business.

Above: L-R: Colin McGowan, Peter McIntyre, Kane

Thornton, Ian McLeod.
Left (top): The plenary conference at All-Energy 2014.
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lso headlining the conference will be
the Rt Hon. John Gummer, Lord Deben,
the longest serving Secretary of State for
the Environment the UK has ever had.
His experience as an international
negotiator has earned him worldwide
respect both in the business community and
among environmentalists.
High profile speakers from Australia include
the Victorian Minister for Industry and Minister
for Energy and Resources the Hon. Lily
D’Ambrosio MP; Enphase Senior Vice President,
Greg Steele for Engineering; Enphase
Co-Founder, Raghu Belur; as well as speakers
from Westinghouse Plasma Corporation,
Krannich Solar, and DNV GL.
Running alongside the conference will be an
impressive exhibition showcasing renewable
energy, clean energy, sustainable transport and
energy efficiency. With over 100 exhibitors on

display, this provides an unparalleled
opportunity for members of the industry to
meet suppliers and facilitate business.

ATRAA AT ALL-ENERGY
The expert technical program and solar
professional development components from
the Clean Energy Council’s ATRAA conference
will be added to All-Energy Australia this year.
These sessions will be provided free of
charge at All-Energy Australia to ensure even
greater opportunities for solar installers to
learn and network.
The strategic partnership with the
Clean Energy Council and All-Energy
Australia stemmed from the mutual
objective of both events to provide the
renewable energy industry with access to
leading innovations, expertise and
operational solutions in one place.

The All-Energy Australia Exhibition and Conference, in partnership with the
Clean Energy Council, will take place from 7–8 October 2015 at the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre, alongside Waste Expo and as
part of Australian Sustainability Week. Registration is now open.
For more information visit all-energy.com.au
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EXHIBITOR PREVIEW
BOOTH

BOOTH

2917

1707
ABB, globally the second largest supplier of solar inverters and one of the largest
suppliers for the wind power industry, takes a leading role in the efficient and
reliable integration of renewable energies into the power grid.

Solar Juice is Australia’s premier wholesale distributor of solar equipment,
servicing a network of partners across Australia, New Zealand and Asia. Its core
strength remains focused on providing value by offering a national distribution
footprint, a Tier 1 portfolio, and a competitive product range along with technical
and commercial support. In May 2015, the company was partially acquired by SPI
(OTCBB: SOPW), a global solar developer with a market capitalisation of over
$US 1 billion. This will not change the way the company operates but will provide
greater opportunities to its partners and peace of mind knowing it is here to stay.

ABB’s products are characterised by compact design, easy maintenance and
maximum power efficiency combined with high reliability.
The ABB booth at All-Energy 2015 will showcase ABB’s string inverters – UNO2.0/3.0/3.6/4.2-TL, PVI 5000/6000, TRIO 5.8/7.5/8.5-TL, TRIO 20/27.6-TL, PRO33
– monitoring systems; REACT, a residential energy storage system; the ABB EV
charger; LV products; and a solar water pump drive.

new.abb.com/au

@abb_solar

Solar Juice will be officially launching the new range of Samsung Storage
products and LG Chem storage solutions at All-Energy 2015.

solarjuice.com.au
BOOTH

1704

@solarjuiceco
BOOTH

Originating in the US, APS is devoted to research and development and
commercialisation of microinverter systems, and has become a professional
supplier of microinverter products and system solutions.

1510

At All-Energy, APS will exhibit the best seller YC500; the brand new product
YC1000; and the unique dual AC Module with APS YC500. The YC500 handles two
PV modules (up to 310 watts each per unit) with dual-MPPT, simplifying installation,
lowering balance of system costs and improving array output and efficiency.

Apart from being a solar wholesaler, SunEdison is the world’s largest renewable
energy development company and is transforming the way energy is generated,
distributed and owned around the globe. With over 20 distribution points across
Australia, and unrivalled access to finance for leases and PPAs, the SunEdison
Energy Plan can open up a whole new market for your solar business. Come and
see us at stand 1510 at All-Energy to find out how the SunEdison Energy Plan can
make your business more profitable, or call us on 1300 855 484.

The YC1000 is the world’s first true three-phase microinverter, and is purpose
designed and built for commercial applications. Each unit handles up to four
modules, offering superior system cost-performance. The YC1000 has SAA
certification. AC Module can improve energy output, increase reliability, as well
as simplify system designing, installation and management.

sunedison.com

@SunEdison

altenergy-power.com
BOOTH

2214

BOOTH

2507
Yingli Solar is one of the world’s leading solar PV manufacturers with over 50 million
(13 gigawatt +) solar panels installed globally. During the All-Energy Exhibition, we
invite you to visit the friendly Yingli staff at stand 2214 and find out why.

JinkoSolar has connected around 500 megawatts (MW) of solar projects to the grid
(as at December 31, 2014). The company has over 13,000 employees and over 200
dedicated R&D professionals covering 11 global branches all over the world.

To make sure your business has the competitive advantage Yingli will be presenting
the ‘YINGLI 4 YOU Partner Program’. The Series 2 YGE Panel, PANDA N-Type Panel
and Bifacial Glass/Glass Panel will also be on display.

JinkoSolar will be exhibiting the Eagle Series module at All-Energy 2015. The
module is PID Free-certified under the condition of 85˚C/85% RH. As a result, this
module can be used for all applications, and is ideal for installations in regions of
high temperature and high humidity.

yinglisolar.com/au

@YingliSolar

With power classes of up to 270 watt peak (Wp), Eagle is the most powerful 60-cell
module of its type available in the market. The world’s first double 85 certified PID
Free module ensures highest reliability under all extreme conditions.

jinkosolar.com
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ALL-ENERGY 2015 CONFERENCE AGENDA
WEDNESDAY 7 OCTOBER

Images: The exhibition
floor at All-Energy 2014.

8:30am – 10:15am

Opening Plenary
• Federal Ministerial Welcome • State Ministerial Welcome
• Int. Keynote Volker Beckers • C-level Panel

9:00am – 10:30am

CEC Professional Development
Updates and Need to Know

11:00am – 12:20pm

Innovative Energy
Concepts
Innovative Ways for the
Industry and
Government to use
Renewable Energy

11:00am – 12:30pm

CEC Professional Development
Design Issues

1:20pm – 2:40pm

Innovative Energy
Concepts
Energy Efficiency

1:30pm – 3:00pm

CEC Professional Development
Install Issues

3:25pm – 4:45pm

Innovative Energy
Concepts
From Academia

3:30pm – 5:00pm

CEC Professional Development
The Future

5:00pm – 7:00pm

Grand Networking Event

Wind Energy
Technology
Developments and its
Impact on Wind
Projects

Future Grid
Smart Homes and
Smart City applications

Energy Storage
Market
Developments
and Current State
of Play

New Technology
The Internet of Energy

Offgrid
Micro Grids and
Embedded Networks

Energy Storage
Residential Energy
Storage Innovation

Solar
Residential Solar

Future Grid
CSIRO Future Grid
Collaborative Research
Cluster Project Update

Energy Storage
Electrochemical
Technologies

Market Developments
International and
National Clean Energy
Trends and Forecasts

Bioenergy
Large Scale Waste To
Energy

Community Energy
Government Led
Community Projects

Energy Storage
Utility Scale
Energy Storage
Innovation

Marine Energy
Potential in Wave and
Tidal Energy

Solar
Future Direction of the
Commercial Solar
Market

Future Grid
Demand Response

Energy Storage
Non Chemical
Technologies

Transport
Electric Vehicle
Technology – the Next
Gamechanger

Market Developments
Contractual and Legal
101 from PPA’s to other
Innovative Models

Hybrid Energy
New Technology
Small Scale Technology Systems
Hybridisation of
Systems and Future
Renewable Energy
Systems

Community Energy
District and
Neighbourhood-Scale
Projects

Bioenergy
Biomass

Energy Efficiency
Industrial Energy
Management

THURSDAY 8 OCTOBER
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8:30am – 9:15am

International Keynote
With Rt Hon. John Gummer, Lord Deben

10:00am – 11:20am

Energy Efficiency
Tracking, Measuring,
Auditing and Analysing
Energy Efficiency

9:00am – 10:30am

ATRAA Conference
• New Technologies
• Commercial Solar

12:20am – 1:40pm

Energy Efficiency
Energy Management
Improvements in the
Commercial Sector

11:00am – 12:30pm

ATRAA Conference
• Battery Storage
• Panel Integrity

2:40pm – 4:00pm

Heating and Cooling
Major Initatives and
Technical Innovations
in Heating and Cooling

1:30pm – 3:00pm

ATRAA Conference
• ATRAA Award Winners
• Issues in the Industry

3:30pm – 5:00pm

ATRAA Conference
• FAQs
• Thinking Outside the Box: Other Uses for PV

4:00pm – 5:00pm

Grand Closing Plenary Debate
Demand, Reliability and New Technologies and Regulatory Reform

5:00pm

Close of Conference

www.ecogeneration.com.au
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“If a graduate does
enter the industry, the
gamble is: will there be
another job after the
first one? Only time can
tell in Australia.”
MICHAEL GREEN

VAST RESOURCES, FEW
JOBS: WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Australia doesn’t make the world’s top 10 renewable energy employers, despite having an
interminable array of renewable resources. However, the newly revised 33,000 GWh renewable
energy target (RET) spells positive times ahead for local renewable energy jobs. EcoGeneration
speaks to three industry experts to chart the future outlook.

O

Image: © g-stockstudio / Shutterstock
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ne of the indisputable benefits the
renewables industry brings is the
number of jobs it provides, particularly in
regional Australia.
Around 21,000 people are already
employed in the Australian renewable energy
industry, according to data released by the
Clean Energy Council in 2014. However,
modelling by the Climate Institute in 2011
estimated that nearly 32,000 renewable
energy jobs – including over 6,800 new
permanent jobs – could be created by 2030
with strong and consistent climate policies.
Queensland, boasting the country’s highest
number of installed solar PV systems, had the
most renewable energy jobs of any state or

territory at 6,545 in 2012, according to data
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
(ABS). Conversely in Victoria, the Climate
Council says it is now easier to gain planning
approval for a new coal mine than a wind
farm – restrictions that have cost the state an
estimated 3,000 jobs.
We examine the recruitment of renewable
energy professionals, and outline the growth
areas in an industry as dynamic and
inconstant as this one.

RENEWABLES RECRUITMENT 101
Gareth Clarke, Director of specialist
recruitment and solar installations company
Bluestream, says the firm was established to
www.ecogeneration.com.au

fill a gap in project-based staffing solutions in
the renewable energy sector in Asia Pacific.
However, he says the company has had to
adapt to the fact that renewables do not have
the luxury of big budgets like mining, oil and
gas companies.
“At the blue collar level, we are incredibly
community focused, and always do our best
to exhaust local resources before bringing
in fly-in-fly-out (FIFO)/drive-in-drive-out
(DIDO) workers.”
Mr Clarke says the company also rallies
against the prohibitive recruitment agency
fees seen in mining, oil and gas by offering
much “friendlier” fees.
“We acknowledge margins are very tight in
renewables relative to other sectors, so our
fees reflect this. We have very low
overheads, and our shareholders put passion
for delivering on renewable energy projects
above profits, meaning we are as flexible
as necessary to reduce the barrier to using
our services.
“We have even done work for free before,
but don’t tell anyone!”
In the absence of a flourishing large-scale
market in Australia, Mr Clarke says the
company’s biggest success lies in acting as
an end-to-end installations contractor in
the small-scale renewable energy scheme
(SRES) market.

Scott Robinson, Managing Director of
renewables recruitment and consulting
practice Phillip Riley, acknowledges that
there is less of a “typical” recruitment drive
these days.
“The renewables industry is changing so
much and we are seeing new entrants –
offshore and startups – that each have a
different engagement requirement.”
Mr Robinson says Phillip Riley’s starting
point in discussions with clients is to work in
partnership with them on an exclusive and
retained basis, with the collaborative
approach helping both parties work together
to fill important roles.

BARRIERS IN RENEWABLES
RECRUITMENT
In a sign of the general malaise that has
plagued the sector in recent times, Michael
Green, Director of Bluestream’s sister
company Bradman Recruitment Group, says
the politicisation of climate change in
Australia is a major hurdle preventing
renewables jobs from becoming a viable
career path.
“If a graduate does enter the industry, the
gamble is: will there be another job after the
first one? Only time can tell in Australia.”
Mr Clarke concurs. “A government that
recognises the science and supports a

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND CARBON SPECIALISTS
AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND • SE ASIA • SOUTH AFRICA
Bradman Recruitment has been recruiting professionals since 1997 and renewable energy and
carbon professionals since 2009. We have a huge database of clean energy professionals and
conduct recruitment assignments around the world. Please refer to Michael Green’s Linkedin
profile for the details www.linkedin.com/in/michaelbradmanrecruitment
Areas of expertise:
• Biofuels
• Carbon Consulting
• Cleantech
• Environmental NGO’s
• Financial Services
• Green Building – ESD
• Industry Associations

Renewable Energy:
• Solar, Wind, Geothermal, Trigeneration, Hydro, Wave, Tidal
• Regulatory
• Solar Installations
• Storage – EV & Stationary
• Trading – Gas, Electricity, Carbon
• Waste to Energy

If you are having difficulties in filling a position or would like to utilise our
extensive networks and database plus our vast experience in recruitment
then please call Michael Green or Katie Martsinovich, +61 2 8243 0500,
to discuss your requirements. For Solar Installations please contact
Gareth Clarke, Bluestream Australia, on +61 2 8332 6131.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

info@bradmanrecruitment.com
www.bradmanrecruitment.com
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clean energy future is what we need to make
Australia a viable country to pursue a career
in the sector.”
Mr Robinson says scale – i.e. the number of
projects and the extent of an organisation’s
hiring – is also a challenge when recruiting in
the renewables space. Mr Robinson says
companies in the renewables market are
typically quite small, usually resulting in
higher retention rates.
“A generalisation; project development
companies employ fewer than 50 people, while
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs)
employ up to 200 people and will often be a
satellite office in Australia. Construction ebbs
and flows depending on projects.
“Even with an average 10 to 20 per cent
turnover, we are talking minimal hiring
numbers. Therefore, there isn’t generally a lot
of career paths available internally, unless the
companies grow.”
Which may just be what is set to happen
with the recent RET resolution.
“Now, if we are to double our [renewable
energy] generation, then we would expect
small-to medium-sized companies to become
large, and we would see many international
companies entering the market and hiring
local talent,” Mr Robinson says.
Further, Mr Green says some renewables
have stagnated, increasing the impediments
of recruiting for those spaces.
“Recruitment in other mainstream areas of
renewables such as hydro, geothermal,
biomass, wave and tidal is minimal with no
short-to medium-term changes in sight. Most
Australian-based professionals have either
left the industry or the country to pursue
other opportunities.”

GROWTH AREAS IN RENEWABLE
JOBS
Solar is a well-established renewable energy
source, but Mr Green says there is still a
shortage of solar engineers for medium-size
commercial construction.
“There is a good number of professionals
with residential and small-scale solar
experience, but it is difficult to find people
with larger scale experience as there has not
been much activity in this area.”
Further, Mr Green says the solar industry is
lacking Clean Energy Council (CEC)-accredited
electrical engineers and electricians.
“There are willing tradespeople who want
to enter the solar sector but we can’t do
much with them until they have that
important accreditation.”
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“There are a lot of experienced people in the
sector who have a willingness to help others gain
knowledge or break in.”
SCOTT ROBINSON

development and sales skills are always in
high demand, and the renewables market is
no different.
“These skills have always been in demand
across the entire sector. Unfortunately, in
residential and small-scale commercial solar,
due to its overall poor reputation as
employers, the number of successful sales
people who enter the sector has reduced.
Or if they do enter, they exit quickly,”
Mr Green says.

AUSTRALIAN RENEWABLES JOBS
MARKET CAN ONLY GO ONE WAY
Asset managers are also greatly lacking in
both the solar and wind sectors, according to
Mr Green.
In the solar sector, there is a dearth of solar
farms, causing a shortage in asset managing
skills. However, it is the wind sector that has
bore the brunt of this shortage – mainly due
to RET uncertainty and the subsequent
number of people who left the industry.
“The supply of quality wind candidates
varies greatly from position to position.
There is no problem in finding a senior
construction engineer, but for the more
specialised positions of asset management
and various specialist analytical positions,
it is hard to find candidates.”
Mr Robinson says the operation and
maintenance side of wind farms requires
specific skills, qualifications and experience –
which, combined with the regional nature of
roles – can be difficult to find.
“When the wind sector really kicked off in
Australia, there were challenges resourcing
for projects, given there wasn’t a lot of
experienced local talent. That has changed, of
course, but if wind is going to deliver much of
the doubled renewable generation by 2020,
we could see a gap in skills.”
Mr Clarke’s experience confirms Mr
Robinson’s observations. He says that before

RET uncertainty kicked in, it took him six
months to find a suitable project construction
manager for a utility wind farm because local
experience was paramount and all the
qualified workers were otherwise occupied
with alternate projects.
Energy efficiency is also a burgeoning field,
and Mr Green points to a lack of energy
efficiency engineers.
“Demand has dropped off a little, but
these candidates have always been difficult
to find, particularly those with business
development skills.”
Mr Robinson says highly technical skills,
qualifications and experience in the ‘waste
to energy’ (WtE) or ‘energy from waste’
(EfW) sectors are also typically hard to find
in Australia.
“There has been growth in completed
projects across the country, where clients
have been seeking candidates with larger
scale and/or quite specific WtE experience.
“With WtE, if the commercials on those
projects stack up, then there may be
challenges – given the specialist technologies
and solutions, and the investment community’s
low-risk appetite demanding that the best
talent be engaged,” Mr Robinson says.
General capabilities such as financial and
analytical services as well as business

The long-term prediction for the Australian
renewables jobs market is positive, although
the shift from a fossil fuelled-economy to a
renewables one is not likely to be seamless.
“The recalcitrance of the current
government will be a thing of the past, as
the world will demand that Australia does its
fair share. We will do more either out of
sheer embarrassment or an increase in
tariffs on our exports,” says Mr Green.
Meanwhile, Mr Robinson is emboldened by
the passion and interest from people
wanting to get into sector. “There are a lot of
experienced people in the sector who have a
willingness to help others gain knowledge or
break in.”
“We have great renewable resources in
Australia, strong support and a desire to
change. Therefore our prediction is that our
industry will see a transformation and there
will be strong demand for jobs and talent in
Australia,” he concludes.

RET FLOW-ON EFFECTS – BOTH BAD AND GOOD
With the newly revised RET target of 33,000 GWh having been finalised,
EcoGeneration examines how renewables recruitment is set to be affected.
Losers: large-scale solar
Mr Green says large-scale solar is set to be a big loser of the newly
revised RET. “With the RET not being high enough to entice investment in
large-scale solar and other forms of renewables not gaining traction in
Australia, we are not looking at huge increases in employment occurring.
Demand in large-scale solar will continue to be miniscule in this area with no
long-term job security.”
Winners: wind, small and commercial solar, waste to energy (WtE),
energy efficiency
On a positive note, Mr Green also says wind will fare much better with the new
RET figure, with an upsurge in wind professionals already evident. “The RET
compromise has slightly increased the demand for wind professionals and we
expect this increase to continue as investments increase in this sector.”
Now that the RET legislation has passed Parliament, Mr Robinson expects to
see proliferation of the following roles:
•

Original equipment manufacturers, professional services and
construction roles in the wind sector

•

Residential, commercial, industrial, utility-scale, as well as sales and
corporate roles in the solar sector

•

Engineering and sales roles in the WtE sector

•

Consulting and product sales roles in the energy efficiency sector.

Despite being disappointed with the revised RET target, Mr Clarke says it will
greatly help the jobs market. “At least there is certainty so investors know
the lay of the land and can base their economics around the status quo.
Investments will go ahead and jobs will be created.”

SOLAR PV PROJECT PARTNERS
YOUR POST SALE OPERATIONS SPECIALISTS

Bluestream is a National Turnkey Solar PV Installations Subcontractor. Our multi tiered
due diligence process means we only work with the best installers in the business
with Quality, Reliability, Customer Service and WH&S in mind.

STORAGE EMPLOYMENT BOOM

» Solar PV installations: SPS / Grid Connect

» Project Management Services

Mr Green on the storage phenomenon, bolstered by recent
announcements from AGL and Tesla:

» Component Procurement

» Metro and Regional Australia, Asia Pacific

» Operations and Maintenance

» Secure Storage Nationally

“We already have new entrants to the market, such as Octillion,
which has set up a Brisbane-based office to market EV and
stationary storage solutions to the Australian Pacific/South
East Asian markets. Storage is the new frontier. We recently
filled a role in this area and were pleasantly surprised by the
expertise in Australia, but this is quite shallow and will not be
sustained once demand increases.”

» PV Engineering

» Residential, Commercial and Industrial, Utility

» Grid Connection applications

» Project Recruitment and Executive Search

» Metering Services

» Labour Hire: Trades and Labour

www.ecogeneration.com.au

Industry associations
and partnerships:

www.ecogeneration.com.au

+61 2 8332 6131
info@bluestreamaustralia.com
www.bluestreamaustralia.com
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PERTH WAVE ENERGY
PROJECT
Lead organisation: Carnegie Wave
Energy
Location: Offshore of Garden
Island, WA
ARENA program: Emerging
Renewables Program
ARENA funding provided/
committed: $13 million
Total project value: $32 million
Start date: April 2012

CATCH THE WAVE:
THE UNTAPPED POTENTIAL
OF OCEAN ENERGY
Ocean energy may be at its infancy in Australia, but the increasing deployment of wave energy,
tidal energy and ocean thermal energy means this energy form of power will soon be making
waves in the renewable energy sphere.

A

Image: Carnegie Wave Energy’s final CETO 6 array.
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ustralia is a prime resource for
ocean energy. With unsheltered
coastlines, Australia shares similarities
with the world’s most productive wave
energy-producing countries.
CSIRO’s Ocean Renewable Energy:
2015–2050 report revealed that Australia has
considerable wave energy resources, with the
total wave energy between Geraldton and the
southern tip of Tasmania coming up to over
1,300 TWh/a – around five times Australia’s
energy requirements.
The Australian Renewable Energy Agency
(ARENA) is an important part of the ocean
energy equation, funding six projects to the
tune of $43.1 million.

“Ocean waves are an abundant and
consistent source of renewable energy.
Development of Australian technologies that
effectively harvest this energy could lead to
employment and manufacturing opportunities
in the renewable energy sector as well as
increased use of wave energy as a renewable
source of electricity,” ARENA says.
Out of the six ocean energy projects that
ARENA has provided funding to, the Perth
Wave Energy Project, Carnegie CETO 6
Technology, and the Port Fairy Pilot Wave
Energy Project have received the largest
funding commitments – specifically
$37 million, or 86 per cent of total ARENA
funding for ocean energy projects.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

“Ocean waves are an
abundant and
consistent source of
renewable energy.
Development of
Australian technologies
that effectively harvest
this energy could lead
to employment and
manufacturing
opportunities in the
renewable energy
sector as well as
increased use of wave
energy as a renewable
source of electricity.”

Carnegie Wave Energy’s role in two out of
these three projects is an acknowledgement
of the company’s commitment to the
development of ocean energy. It is the
largest employer in the Australian wave
energy industry, and has raised over
$80 million to fund the development of
CETO wave energy technology.
Other projects that have received ARENA
funding in the past include CSIRO’s
Australian Wave Energy Atlas, Swinburne
University’s ocean wave energy converters
and Oceanlinx’s 1 MW Commercial Wave
Energy Demonstrator.

PERTH WAVE ENERGY
PROJECT – AUSTRALIA’S FIRST
RENEWABLE ENERGY FROM A
WAVE POWER ARRAY
The Perth Wave Energy Project is the world’s
first commercial-scale wave energy array that
is connected to the grid and has the ability to
produce desalinated water – an important
step towards unlocking the vast potential of
wave energy in Australia and internationally.
Carnegie’s CETO Wave Energy technology
is capable of producing both zero emissions
power and directly desalinated water –
something that will overcome the issue of
high-power tariffs, freshwater scarcity, and
reliance on fossil fuels to provide power in
defence bases and remote islands.
On 18 February 2015, the Carnegie Perth
Wave Energy Project’s onshore power station
was officially switched on, feeding renewable
energy into HMAS Stirling, Australia’s largest
naval base.
At the time, ARENA Chief Executive Ivor
Frischknecht said the project’s launch was an
important milestone in the history of wave
energy and the culmination of close to a
decade of work.
“This is the first array of wave power
generators to be connected to an electricity
grid in Australia and worldwide. During the
testing phase, the first 240 kW peak
capacity CETO 5 wave unit operated
successfully for more than 2,000 hours,”
Mr Frischknecht said.
The project utilises Carnegie’s
100 per cent owned and invented CETO
wave energy technology.

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
A CETO Unit, which consists of a fully
submerged buoy – a Buoyant Actuator (BA) –
that is tethered to a pump on the seabed, is
used to harness the enormous energy present
in the ocean’s waves.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

The CETO BA oscillates in harmony with
the ocean’s waves, transferring energy
through a tether – a marine grade rope – and
causing a pump to extend and contract. The
pump pressurises fluid, which is then sent
onshore through a subsea pipeline.
Once onshore, the high-pressure fluid is
used to operate an off-the-shelf
hydroelectric power plant. The resulting
low-pressure water is then returned offshore
in a closed loop system.
In addition to producing zero-emissions
power, the CETO technology is capable of
producing direct desalinated water. The
high-pressure water created by the CETO
units can be used to supply a reverse osmosis
desalination plant, replacing or reducing
reliance on greenhouse gas-emitting,
electrically-driven pumps usually required for
such plants.

END GOAL
The power produced by the Perth Wave
Energy Project is clean renewable energy that
reduces the reliance on fossil fuels.

CARNEGIE CETO 6 TECHNOLOGY –
NEXT GENERATION OF LANDMARK
AUSTRALIAN WAVE TECHNOLOGY
Building on the Perth Wave Energy Project,
the CETO 6 project will deploy the next
generation of Carnegie’s CETO wave energy
technology. Carnegie will undertake design,
construction, deployment and demonstration
of a grid-connected wave generation project
with up to 3 MW peak installed capacity off
Garden Island, Western Australia.
Building on the learnings of the Perth Wave
Energy Project, this project aims to
demonstrate the CETO technology in higher
sea states and in increased wave power. It will
be located offshore, where greater wave
power is present.
The Australian Department of Defence will
purchase the power generated by the project
under its power supply agreement with
Carnegie, which will provide electricity for
HMAS Stirling, as part of Carnegie’s existing
power supply agreement.

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
The larger size of the CETO 6 units is a key
driver of lower energy costs compared to the
CETO 5 units.
The CETO 6 buoy oscillates with the
ocean’s waves, transferring energy to a power
conversion unit located inside the buoy,
generating power offshore and transmitting it
onshore via a subsea cable.
ecogeneration August 2015
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Advertise in
Image: Perth Energy
Wave Project’s Buoyant
Actuator.

A successful demonstration of the bioWAVE pilot
could stimulate further use of wave energy as a
source of zero emission electricity.

Each CETO 6 unit is expected to be capable
of generating up to 1 MW – approximately four
times the generation capacity of the CETO 5
technology currently being used in Carnegie’s
Perth Wave Energy Project.

END GOAL
CARNEGIE CETO 6
TECHNOLOGY
Lead organisation: Carnegie Wave
Energy
Location: Offshore of Garden
Island, WA
ARENA program: Emerging
Renewables Program
ARENA funding provided/
committed: $13 million
Total project value: $46 million
Start date: June 2014
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The CETO 6 project is expected to deliver
energy at approximately half the cost of CETO
5, and aims to be cost competitive with fossil
fuels in certain markets when deployed in
large-scale projects.

PORT FAIRY PILOT WAVE ENERGY
PROJECT – TESTBED FOR BIOWAVE
OCEAN ENERGY
The patented bioWAVE technology was
developed in Australia to extract energy
from ocean waves and convert it into
electricity. It efficiently converts wave
energy to mechanical energy and then
uses a unique mechanical-to-electrical
energy converter.
The Port Fairy Pilot Wave Energy Project
involves the installation and ocean-testing of
a pilot bioWAVE unit, which consists of a
26 m high steel structure, on the south coast
of Australia. It will supply power directly to
an onshore aquaculture facility and also has
a retail power purchase agreement to supply
electricity to the national grid.
The bioWAVE pilot is scheduled for
installation in 2015, and once commissioned,

it is expected to operate for at least a 12month period before being decommissioned.
Periodic maintenance and testing will be
carried out during the operating period,
which will culminate with an independent
assessment of the bioWAVE performance.
The project will provide key data for the
design of a larger 1 MW commercial-scale
bioWAVE unit, which is planned as the next
development phase of the technology.

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
bioWAVE resolves the high costs associated
with implementing a system that is able to
survive in the harsh marine environment by
allowing units to lie flat against the seabed
during extreme wave events.
Both the gentle swaying motion of the
bioWAVE, which is intended to move with the
forces of the ocean rather than brace against
them, and the ability for the unit to lie flat are
features inspired by nature. The result is a
unique technology that has specific
performance, cost and environmental benefits.

END GOAL
Beyond the direct benefit of offsetting
carbon emissions, the project will provide
employment opportunities, local economic
activity and skills development. A successful
demonstration of the bioWAVE pilot could
stimulate further use of wave energy as a
source of zero emission electricity.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

The voice for Australia’s
clean energy industry
EcoGeneration is the clean energy industry’s leading media
brand, providing a voice for the industry via our multiple,
integrated online and print channels.
Now officially endorsed by the Clean Energy Council, EcoGeneration
goes to all CEC Members and Accredited Installers.
The magazine is read by over 14,000 industry professionals*, and has
additional event-wide distribution at all major industry events.
To learn more contact Lisa Hesketh via email: lhesketh@gs-press.com.
au or call 03 9248 5100.
*Based on publisher’s own data and pass-on rates.
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS FOR
SINGLE-PHASE INSTALLATIONS
It can be challenging to consume electricity from a PV system at the time that it is being
produced. Many homeowners with a PV system end up feeding the energy back into the grid and
do not get much compensation in return.

T

he new Fronius Primo Smart Package gives
consumers control over their energy bill,
using the inbuilt energy management
functions to measure and visualise
consumption and surplus energy.
The Fronius Primo Smart Package consists of
the Fronius Primo and the Fronius Smart Meter.

FRONIUS PRIMO

PORT FAIRY PILOT WAVE
ENERGY PROJECT
Lead organisation: BioPower
Systems
Location: Port Fairy, VIC
ARENA program: Emerging
Renewables Program
ARENA funding provided/
committed: $11 million
Total project value: $21 million
Start date: June 2012

Image: © EpicStockMedia / Shutterstock
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HURDLES FACING DEVELOPMENT
OF OCEAN ENERGY

CSIRO SAYS POTENTIAL FOR
WAVE ENERGY IS “GREAT”

There has been limited progress in developing
Australia’s ocean energy resources, not least
because of the greater potential of other
renewable energy resources.
Progressive government stances also
contribute to the development of ocean
energy, such as in Sweden, which is driven by
its policy of becoming an oil-free society.
Further, literature on ocean energy is
insufficient when compared to other
renewable energy forms. For instance,
relatively few authorities have published
data on wave energy deployments in fully
operational mode, while more environmental
impact studies are needed on withdrawing
large amounts of wave energy.
When it comes to large-scale ocean
energy power stations, CSIRO says that
there are gaps in knowledge regarding the
positive and negative impacts on marine
protected areas, indigenous land, tourism,
maintenance costing, logistics and
performance testing.
Forms of ocean energy other than wave
energy have also proven difficult to develop.
CSIRO says non-tidal ocean currents
potentially constitute a renewable energy
resource, but no device has ever been built
to harvest this form of energy.
“The challenge is that the energy density
is low, so the devices have to be very large,
and moored in very deep (400–1,000 m)
water,” the report says.

CSIRO says wave energy is the only ocean
energy that is of massive magnitude – i.e.
higher than Australia’s total consumption –
and also technically feasible.
“There is a great opportunity for wave
energy to be part of Australia’s energy mix,
possibly up to 11 per cent – enough to power a
city the size of Melbourne – by 2050.”
While wind and solar may be deployed more,
ocean energy displays greater predictability,
availability and consistency. Tides are
predictable over all timeframes, and CSIRO
says a wave forecast for 36 hours is nearly as
accurate as a wind forecast for 12 hours.
Additionally, unlike other renewables that
require fossil fuel-based generation to balance
out variations, consistent wave power results
in lower CO2 emissions.
Further, Dr Robin Warner, a Professor at the
Australian National Centre for Ocean Resources
and Security Professor, says Australia is
cultivating a favourable atmosphere for the
deployment of ocean energy.
“Finally Australia is just beginning to
address the emerging challenge of harnessing
the oceans to combat climate change with the
development of technology and regulatory
frameworks for ocean-based energy and
offshore carbon capture.”
Time will tell if the development of ocean
energy will match that of solar and wind, but
its future as a renewable energy source in
Australia burns bright.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

The single phase Fronius Primo with dual MPP
tracker is available in power categories from
3.0 kW to 8.2 kW. Like the rest of the
SnapINverter range, the Fronius Primo is
smarter, lighter and more flexible.
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Left: Cumulative payback
of a PV system.
Below: The Fronius Primo
Smart Package.

FRONIUS SMART METER

PROACTIVE SERVICE

The Fronius Smart Meter gives a clear
overview of power consumption, feed-in and
surplus energy, and records the household‘s
load curve (black data). Used in the Fronius
Primo Smart Package, it can coordinate
various energy flows and optimise
self-consumption.

With integrated system monitoring,
reporting and remote troubleshooting
capabilities, and onsite serviceability, a
Fronius Service Partner can offer proactive
services, meet their customers’ energy
needs to get the most out of their PV
system, and alert customers in case of a
problem, which they can then fix in one trip
to a site – ensuring maximum uptime of the
PV system.
Remote system analysis enables a Fronius
Service Partner to notify their customer of
a fault.

PAYBACK SCENARIO WITH FRONIUS
PRIMO SMART PACKAGE
PV system prices have changed significantly
in recent years and end users are often
positively surprised by how short payback
times can be nowadays.
Payback scenario on a 3 kW residential
system in Queensland:
• 3 kW PV system, PV system costs: $4,500
• Additional equipment: external relay 16A
($50) and override switch ($25)
• Costs for rewiring in the switch board: $200
• Increase of self-consumption ratio to
40 per cent
• Main consumer in the household is a hot
water boiler (load 2 kW, volume 150 litre,
energy usage 9.9 kWh/day for three people
250l heated to 45˚C).
This scenario shows possible savings for a
three-person household with a 3 kW
installation in Brisbane, making use of the
energy management function.
www.ecogeneration.com.au

In the scenario, an electric hot water
service is automatically switched on
whenever there is enough surplus energy
available, reducing the energy bill notably.
Total costs for the PV system in this
scenario, including labour and balance of
system (BoS) costs, are estimated at $5,800
for the 3 kW installation using a Fronius
Primo Smart Package.
Payback period for the system is
approximately six years. Within 20 years of
system life, the system generates $24,000 of
earnings – more than a 13 per cent annual
interest rate for those who look at financial
numbers like IRR (internal rate of return).

WHEN IS IT TIME TO STORE
ENERGY IN BATTERIES?
By measuring the self-consumption of the
system with the Fronius Primo Smart Package,
a customer can ask a Fronius Service Partner
for advice about when to upgrade to a Fronius
Solar Battery solution.

Detailed information about the
calculation of payback periods
can be requested by emailing
pv-sales-australia@fronius.com.
To read more about Fronius, visit
fronius.com.au
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It’s power on...

GNB INDUSTRIAL POWER
LAUNCHES RESIDENTIAL
SYSTEM BATTERY RANGE
GNB Industrial Power – a division of Exide Technologies – has released Sonnenschein@home,
a new addition to its existing battery range.

S

Exide Technologies is one of the
world’s largest producers,
distributors and recyclers of
lead-acid batteries. To find out
more about Sonnenschein solar
products, visit exide.com/au/en

onnenschein@home is a maintenance-free
valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) gel
battery with high durability, offering up to
3,800 cycles when operated in controlled
partial state of charge (cPSoC), and a
five-year warranty. The battery is now
available worldwide.
Available in a variety of modular systems,
the battery is designed for renewable energy
on-grid solar home systems.
In combination with suitable hardware, the
battery’s power supply can be used as a
backup in the case of grid power outage. The
storage system can be configured for smallto medium-sized storage units.
Drawing on more than 100 years of
experience in battery manufacturing and
continuous development of the dryfit gel
technology, GNB Industrial Power has
extended the cycle life of gel batteries.

Recently, GNB Industrial Power was
successful in suppling 3,822 units of two
volt Sonnenschein A600S cells with a
total weight of 621 tonnes to a renewable

and on...

energy electrification storage project in the
Pacific Islands.
Sonnenschein solar products come with
dryfit gel technology for renewable storage,
developed specifically for applications where
cycling is required. The products have a wide
array of energy-saving features in addition to
steady reliability that has been proven for
decades in many installations worldwide.
Sonnenschein is based in Germany and
has produced more than 40 million batteries
and cells.

C
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Rely only on the proven performance
of Sonnenschein and Energystore
Solar Batteries.

CM

MY

CY
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For more details about the operating conditions,
please refer to the Sonnenschein@home
operating instructions and product brochure.

and on...

K

When it comes to Remote Area Power Systems, reliability
is critical. Power loss in remote areas can be costly and
inconvenient.
The vulnerable component in RAPS systems is often the
battery. It doesn’t need to be!

A: The new battery range,
Sonnenschein@home.
B: An infographic of how
Sonnenschein@home
works.

The Sonnenschein and Energystore range of batteries from
GNB Industrial Power have a proven track record in Australian
RAPS systems. They have been performing in the remote and
harsh areas of Australia for over 15 years.

www.exide.com
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Australia
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(02) 9722 5700
(03) 8393 5909
(07) 3135 6704
(08) 7088 2903
(08) 6188 8003

Auckland: +64 9 257 2881

We keep powering on!

B
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NSW:
VIC & TAS:
QLD:
SA & NT:
WA:

New Zealand
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ROTATING PV ARRAY
TEACHES STUDENTS
ABOUT SOLAR
A new PV array on the roof of a Seattle college is a clean energy investment with a different sort
of payback: solar savvy graduates – something that could be emulated more in Australia.

T

“It’s a dynamic learning
environment rather
than a static one, where
we can do all sorts of
experimentation with
module orientation, the
effects of weather; all
kinds of things.”

he building – at North Seattle College in
Washington, US – now sports a 7.4 kW PV
system, with its primary array perched atop a
rotating armature that tracks the sun each
day. The project was completed in March.
“This isn’t really about generating
electricity,” said Mark Weber, director
of the college’s HVAC and sustainable
energy program.
“This is an educational tool. It’s a dynamic
learning environment rather than a static one,
where we can do all sorts of experimentation
with module orientation, the effects of
weather; all kinds of things.”
The combination of a solar tracker,
three-phase output and a mentoring
component for students sets the design
apart from other proposals.
The primary array includes 30 240 W
modules. A secondary, fixed position array of
three modules serves as a system “control”,
allowing students to compare the output of
the two designs – one that continually aligns
itself with the sun to optimise solar harvest,
the other pointing eternally south.
The project designer selected APS YC1000
microinverters for their true three-phase
output. The APS units are tied into the

building’s 480 V circuit without the need for
step-up transformers, in an electrical room
that would have been too small to
accommodate a central string inverter.
APS provided the YC1000 microinverters
below cost as a donation to the college.
Putting the two tonne apparatus atop a
three-storey building added a layer of design
complexity, the first question being whether
the roof could support it.
The structural engineer responsible for the
building’s original plans was still in practice,
and provided new calculations to confirm that
the roof could bear the load.
Next came the question of ballasting. The
rooftop featured several low concrete
parapets that extended through the building
to the ground. These walls became the
foundation for the massive steel armature
that was assembled over five days.
The completed array rotates around a
circular steel rail, inched along by a small
electric motor, while a second motor and a
piston provide inclination. Together, the two
motors draw about the same power as a
100 W lightbulb.
The tracking software uses algorithms that
account for local weather and atmospheric
conditions to optimise the array’s positioning.
The solar harvest is projected to be about
45 per cent higher than a static array.
Computer control can be manually overridden
so students can set the array to other
positions for research and data collection.

APS was founded in Silicon Valley
in 2009 and is now a global leader
in the development,
manufacturing and marketing of
microinverters. In 2013, APS
ranked second globally for top
microinverter suppliers by
shipment. To learn more about
APS, visit en.altenergy-power.com
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PRODUCE, STORE AND
INTERCONNECT ENERGY –
SMART SOLUTIONS BY BOSCH
Increasing energy prices and the carbon emissions reduction target lead to only one conclusion:
responsible usage of energy and further efficiency enhancement are a must.

B

osch delivers solutions for the
optimised usage of solar electricity in
Australian homes.

A

OPTIMUM UTILISATION OF SOLAR
ELECTRICITY
Bosch’s system combines planning and
installation of the PV system as well as the
network within the household and monitoring
of the system. Planning the system with the
e.Designer software takes into account the
combination of the solar system with thermal
as well as electrical storage. The basic
settings of Bosch’s high efficiency PT-S string
inverter, which is certified in 12 countries
worldwide (including Australia), can be
configured in a matter of seconds without
contact via the e.Key. This allows for
commissioning of the PV system in seconds.

INCREASE PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION AT HOME

B

As with other storage systems in the market,
the solar storage system from Bosch stores
unused sun energy with the advantage of
temporal flexibility in using the solar
electricity. Not only does this solution feed
solar energy into the electricity grid, it also
realises an increased personal consumption,
making Bosch the basis of an autarkic
electricity supply.

THE BOSCH STRING INVERTER
A: The all-rounder for
your own home: BPT-S
3-4.6.
B: The e.Key allows for
the configuration of the
inverter in a matter of
seconds.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

During the development of the BPT-S 3-4.6
inverter, easy installation was the main
focus. The radio-frequency identification
(RFID) interface is a worldwide innovation
within the inverter segment and enables
installation of the inverter in a matter of
seconds and without any errors of operation.

All of the relevant data and information is
stored on the e.Key, which is no bigger than
a bank card and is provided free-of-charge to
installers. Navigation around the inverter’s
menu is via touchless gesture commands.
Before connecting, the inverter checks the
installation on the DC and AC side.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT AND
MONITORING
Monitoring and adjustment of the
performance of a PV system is absolutely
necessary for a modern energy
management. That is the reason why the
data logger is already integrated. It records
all the data and presents it in graphical form
– visible to the owner of the system and the
installer via a monitoring portal called e.Web,
or via the e.UserApp. The additional setup
tool, e.Data, enables the installer to make
easy adjustments.

NETWORK SOLUTIONS FOR
HOUSEHOLDS
The intelligent solution from Bosch allows
consumers to combine electrical and thermal
energy in one household. This is an active
contribution towards easing the strain on the
electricity grid while accelerating the energy
revolution. If consumers produce more
energy as needed, a heat pump can be
integrated into the system through a control
unit called e.Control.

Bosch is a German multinational
engineering and electronics
company. For more information
visit bosch-power-tec.com
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SOLAR
INSTALLER
THE

STC DEAL PROVIDES A
‘DOUBLE DIP’ OPPORTUNITY
FOR AUSTRALIAN SOLAR
INSTALLERS
The solar industry is experiencing a serious shake-up. This time, however, there’s a positive for
solar installers all over the country, with CO2markets’ STC deal providing competitive pricing on
solar products.

C

Below: A man using the
CO2markets mobile
trading app.

O2markets, one of Australia’s leading
environmental certificate traders, has
partnered with key manufacturers in the solar
industry, including Jinko Solar, Q Cells and
ABB. These partnerships mean that installers
who trade their small-scale technology
certificates (STCs) with CO2markets will
unlock never-before-seen pricing on solar
products via CO2direct, the company’s online
purchasing platform.
“We wanted to take steps in protecting the
backbone of the Australian solar industry,”
Chief Executive Officer of CO2markets Adam
Pearse says.

“These deals represent the best quality
product, for the absolute best price in the
industry,” he adds.
Australian solar companies who choose to
trade with CO2markets have the opportunity
to ‘double dip’ in terms of savings:
CO2markets also offers a price beat
guarantee – beating any higher confirmed
unregistered STC price by a further 10 cents
per certificate. This signals an opportunity to
secure the best price for STCs, while stocking
up on quality solar products.
The unprecedented pricing is anticipated
to spike demand, and interested parties
are advised to contact CO2markets now to
get on board. As consumers are fast
becoming savvy about solar products and
services, the requirement for well-known
brands with a reputation for reliability and
quality is paramount.

Purchase solar products online at
co2direct.com.au, or contact
Marshall Burrowes at CO2markets
for more information about the
STC deal:
T: +61 4 27 373 873
E: info@co2markets.com.au
W: co2markets.com.au
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LOST IN TRANSLATION:
WHY CHINESE PV HAS AN IMAGE PROBLEM
CLEAN ENERGY MARKET WRAP
OMNICONNECT TURNS TO SOLAR TO REDUCE
CARBON FOOTPRINT

TURN OVERLEAF
TO FIND OUT ABOUT
SPONSORING THIS
SECTION.

THE SOLAR INSTALLER
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LOST IN TRANSLATION:
WHY CHINESE PV HAS AN
IMAGE PROBLEM
China manufactures some of the best solar panels in the world, yet the perception persists that
‘Made in China’ means second-rate. We speak to Daman Cole, Managing Director of Yingli Green
Energy Australia, about how to change the conversation on panel quality.

T

here is a curious paradox at the heart of
the Australian solar PV market. On the
one hand, the vast bulk of solar panels
deployed in Australia are manufactured in
China – around 90 per cent in 2013,
according to the Australian Anti-Dumping
Commission, up from around 80 per cent in
2010. And yet, according to some of the
leading panel manufacturers, there is a
lingering bias against Chinese products
among Australian consumers. According to
Daman Cole, Managing Director for the
Australian Pacific office of Tier-1
manufacturer Yingli Solar, this is so
prevalent that manufacturers are going to
great lengths to obscure their country of
origin, fabricating tenuous connections with
Germany and even giving themselves

© zstock / Shutterstock
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German-sounding names (what he calls
‘Mettwurst Solar’, after the German
sausage). This is because customers believe
paying more for a product that says ‘German
engineered’ rather than ‘Made in China’ is an
indication of quality.
Other manufacturers agree: there is a bias
among some consumers. And yet Australians
are still buying Chinese panels by the tonne,
to the near exclusion of all others. So what’s
really going on here?
For Daman Cole, the argument is really
about transparency, how product quality is
determined by the consumer, and how heavily
that is coloured by country of origin.
“It’s been simplified down to: this is a
Chinese thing, and a German thing is better,”
says Mr Cole. “And this adage sticks because

once upon a time it was Japanese products
that were deemed to be inferior and then it
was Korean products and now we’re talking
about Chinese products. However, we don’t
think it’s fair to just suggest quality can be
determined solely from its country of origin,
and that everything from China is inferior.”

INFERIOR BY ASSOCIATION
In fact, as Mr Cole points out, China now
produces some of the best photovoltaic
panels in the world, which meet, if not
exceed, the same quality standards as any
other manufacturer, and frequently
outperform them in the field.
Unfortunately for him, the country also
produces a lot of bargain-basement Tier-3
panels, and this tends to skew consumer
ecogeneration August 2015
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This, then, is the true
bias in the Australian
market. It’s not that
Chinese = bad, it’s that
Chinese = cheap.

perceptions. Coverage of the aforementioned
Anti-Dumping Commission doesn’t help either,
as it reinforces the notion that China is
flooding the market with shoddy wares. Throw
in the occasional media blow-up about toxic
toothpaste and lead-laced toys, and you can
see why people might harbour negative
associations with Chinese products.
Mr Cole agrees that the problem is
primarily one of perception. However, he also
acknowledges that historically there was
some truth behind it, albeit an outdated truth.
“If you went back six to ten years,” he says,
“it is plausible that for the cost price you were
paying, products manufactured in Germany
were superior products.”
“However, as the manufactured costs
globally have become more competitive,
China has led the charge, primarily on their
ability to scale up and meet the expectations
of global demand, while still being able to
meet or exceed the same quality standards as
expected from every other manufacturer in
the world.”

Mr Cole says that in Australia, there is little
information available in the way of training,
awareness and education to inform buyers of
the technical differences.
“What’s most unfortunate is the perception
that resellers can make a higher margin if
they use the word ‘German’ anywhere in their
product. This includes the patent, design,
manufacturing process, or better still just
make it blatant and stick it on the box. So
we’re seeing the whole reversal of
‘Manufactured in Germany’ – as there’s only
one main manufacturer left in Germany – to
‘German engineered’. But just because you’ve
called it something German, should you be
able to charge more for it?”

WASTED TIERS
What it ultimately comes down to, then, is the
price of quality. As Mr Cole sees it, Germany –
and by extension other western European
countries – is still associated strongly in the
consumer’s mind with precision engineering,
quality and reliability (despite the fact that

A QUESTION OF QUALITY
We asked representatives of three major solar manufacturers for their ideas on how consumers and installers should be
assessing panel quality.
Adrian Ferraretto, Managing Director at Tindo Solar
It is difficult to really know what goes into a solar panel and whether or not it will last the distance. Data
sheets are simply words on paper. We have tested many solar panels from competitors claiming to have
positive tolerances; however, the vast majority of the panels tested are not true to their label or their data
sheet. It really comes down to an installer and consumer being able to trust their supplier. Consumers
should ask exactly what suppliers are used for the components and then trust their installer is delivering
what they promise.
Steven Schoeller, Head of Global Brand Strategy at Trina Solar
We suggest consumers do their research on how long the company has been in business, what their
financials look like and how heavily they are invested in research and development, as well as looking at infield performance. Performance on paper is useful but not the only determinant. Proven historical
performance to date in harsh environments, like many found in Australia, can further help with purchase
decisions. Of course, speaking with others about their experiences with brands and products is another
helpful approach. Word of mouth will never go out of fashion.
Daman Cole, Managing Director at Yingli Green Energy Australia
The after-sales process and support are essential parts of any product you buy, with assurances around its
lifetime performance. Anybody can import a solar panel, but once there’s a fault, who do you go to? Under
ACCC regulations, the installer is the liable party. But what happens if the installer can’t be found or
contacted? It seems there’s a large grey area as to how solar buyers and consumers are protected in the
event of fault or failure. Our focus is: how can we provide comfort and security to the end solar buyer? In
the event of a fault or failure, we will provide compensation for an accredited Yingli Solar Service Partner
to attend to a site and replace any faulty modules.
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Germany’s solar manufacturing industry is in
terminal decline, with former major players
such as Conergy, Solon and Q-Cells all
registering for insolvency over the past few
years, and big brands like Siemens and Bosch
withdrawing from the PV market). The power
of this halo effect is considerable, which is
why ‘German engineering’ comes with a
premium price tag.
On the other hand, you can do all the R&D
and field-testing and certification you want,
and your Tier-1 Chinese panel will still be
viewed by many as second-rate.
This, then, is the true bias in the Australian
market. It’s not that Chinese = bad, it’s that
Chinese = cheap.
However, this is not just a problem for
Yingli Solar, but for all Tier-1 Chinese
manufacturers. If they can’t differentiate
themselves in the market, they are going to
be lumped in with the Mettwurst Solars of the
world, which makes it very difficult for them
to charge premium prices for their
(demonstrably premium) products.
If you’re a solar installer in Australia, you
might think, so what? Let them figure it out.
But if it’s a problem for Yingli Solar, Trina,
Jinko et al, it’s going to be a problem for the
installers and wholesalers and importers too
– not just because they are going to shift
fewer Tier-1 panels, but because they have to
go the extra yard to persuade consumers that
‘Made in China’ doesn’t necessarily come with
a discount.

CHANGING THE CONVERSATION
So what can be done about this? How do we
help consumers think differently about solar
panel quality?

For Mr Cole at least, it’s a matter of
education. “For us, we’ve aimed at educating
[the market] about everything that’s important
in a solar panel,” says Mr Cole. “What we’re
asking for is a better quality debate, where you
take country of origin out of the discussion
and you start looking at the specifics.”
In this case, the specifics include how long
the manufacturer has been operating, what
their focus and dedication is to ongoing R&D,
what assurances they can provide to
consumers, how their assurances are
supported in the local market, and what
third-party testing has been done on their
products (see boxed text below for some
other suggestions).
Communicating these factors to consumers
is another challenge, and one way Yingli Solar
is attempting to tackle this is through its
‘YINGLI 4 YOU Partner Program’, where Yingli
Solar teams up with approved local installers to
train them in a number of key areas, including
‘how to make a solar module’ and ‘fault finding
and system maintenance’ of their products.
The idea is to give consumers peace of
mind that their solar system and installer are
backed by a major brand, and that support
will be available in the event of a fault – not
just in a year or two but for the years ahead.
Other manufacturers have similar programs.
“You simply can’t suggest that you offer
the best panel in the world and then provide it
through a supply chain you don’t have
confidence in,” says Mr Cole. “Customers
should feel that the whole system represents
the same quality as the solar panel.”
Clean Energy Council product certification
is another key factor, says Mr Cole, though he
adds that the certification standards could be

“What we’re asking for
is a better quality
debate, where you take
country of origin out of
it and you start looking
at the specifics.”
DAMAN COLE

expanded. He characterises Australia as
having “a pretty soft regulatory framework”,
which doesn’t give the top companies enough
space to differentiate themselves in a
crowded market (see the ‘Right of reply’ box
below for the CEC’s response to this).
There are also various tier ranking lists,
such as the one published quarterly by
Bloomberg New Energy Finance, but these
tend to be based more on the financial
stability of the manufacturer than a
determination of the manufacturer’s quality
processes, quality of its finished products
and how it is supported in the local market.
Anecdotal reports suggest that the term
‘Tier-1’ is a much abused designation.
In time, brand awareness may solve this
issue. As the solar market matures, names
like Yingli Solar, Canadian Solar and Trina
Solar may become as trusted and recognised
as Bosch, Sony and Panasonic, and the whole
question of how to determine panel quality
will become academic.
In the meantime, it seems, the mantra is
‘education, education, education’.

RIGHT OF REPLY

Yingli Solar MD Daman Cole says the Clean Energy Council could do better, and “needs to provide
more to inform and protect consumers”. Here’s what the CEC had to say:
“The process for the listing of approved PV modules on the Clean Energy Council website has been progressively
tightened over the last 12 months,” says CEC Solar Accreditation Manager Sandy Atkins. “A number of significant steps
have been taken, including introducing a module compliance testing program, tighter labelling requirements,
clarification of power tolerances, improved traceability of modules, and improved documentation of the materials used
in production.
“The CEC has been actively looking for reliable methods to differentiate higher quality products which are on the
market in Australia,” says Atkins. “While a wide variety of extended testing programs have been examined, so far only
the VDE Quality Tested Program has been accepted as meeting our stringent requirements. Modules that have
demonstrated that they meet this standard are now shown on our website.”
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CLEAN ENERGY MARKET WRAP
Marco Stella is Senior Broker, Environmental Markets at TFS Green Australia. The TFS Green Australia team provides
project and transactional environmental market brokerage and data services across all domestic and international
renewable energy, energy efficiency and carbon markets. The below information has been provided by TFS Green and
relates, unless otherwise indicated, to the spot prices in Australian dollars, as of 19 June 2015.

Marco Stella
Senior Broker
TFS Green Australia

DOMESTIC
Creation

Spot Price ($AU)

LGC - Large-scale Generation Certificates

152,353,959

52.20

STC - Small-scale Technology Certificates

135,062,996

39.85

VEEC - Victorian Energy Efficient Certificates

27,009,517

19.25

ESC - NSW Energy Savings Certificates

12,075,782

21

Dec 2015 Price (€)

Dec 2015 Price ($AU)

7.47

11.32

INTERNATIONAL

EUA - European Emission Allowances

SMALL-SCALE TECHNOLOGY
CERTIFICATE (STC) MARKET
Having sat in deficit for over three weeks, the
Clearing House finally returned to surplus in
mid-May with a rapid series of approvals
having an impact. The spot STC market
eventually traded as low as $39.70, before
stabilising at $39.80 across late May and
early June. By the middle of June, the market
was trading between $39.85 and $39.90.
Weekly STC submissions have been
remarkably consistent around the 300,000
mark, confirming that the Clean Energy
Regulator – for the first time in the market’s
history – appears to have underestimated
the 2015 target. For the time being, the
dwindling surplus of STCs (which is now
down to less than 1 million) is ensuring the
spot market remains closely anchored to the
$40 Clearing House price.

1 YEAR DAILY CLOSING SPOT STC PRICE
$/MWh
40.00
39.50
39.00
38.50
38.00
37.50
37.00
36.50
36.00
19 Jun 14

19 Aug 14

19 Oct 14

19 Dec 14

19 Feb 15

19 Apr 15

19 Jun 15

2015 WEEKLY STC SUBMISSIONS
.
000s STCs
600
500

Weekly Submisisons
Subs required by 2015 STP to avoid reduction of current surplus

400
300

LARGE-SCALE GENERATION
CERTIFICATE (LGC) MARKET
At the time of writing, the torturous
procession of the RET legislation was
continuing, with efforts expected to be in
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the final throes. Despite May–June initially
signalling the potential end of the lengthy
negotiations, the Abbott Government never
missed an opportunity to drag out proceedings
or add a last minute curveball to the mix.
In early May, the spot LGC market surged
rapidly to again surpass the $50 mark, as news
emerged that Labor would support a proposal
to see the target reduced to 33,000 GWh. The
Coalition then agreed to this target, though in
doing so, it required native wood waste to be
reintroduced as an eligible creation source and
the two-yearly review of the legislation to
remain – with the latter a highly controversial
twist that would ensure continual uncertainty
in the renewable industry.
The review requirement was eventually
abandoned following a renewables industry
backlash. By the June sitting of Parliament,
the amended legislation had passed the
House of Representatives and was before the
Senate. Despite high hopes that the
legislation would be passed promptly, the
Coalition’s insistence on the inclusion of
native wood waste – still very much opposed
by Labor – resulted in it trying to seek a deal
with the crossbench. At the time of writing, a
deal appeared close.
From mid-May onwards, the spot market
increased to a level not seen since
mid-2008; at one stage broaching the
mid $52s as participants awaited
developments in Canberra. Trade volumes
remained healthy during this time, though
anticipation was mounting among market
players to find out what would follow the
passage of the RET amendments.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY MARKET
The Victorian Energy Efficiency Certificate
(VEEC) market was range bound within the
$17.90–$19.60 mark across the latter part of
the financial year, though price volatility
within that range did occur. On a number of
instances, with the spot price having climbed
to low-to-mid $19s, the buying interest
retreated as sellers entered the market,
precipitating a rapid softening to the low
$18s/high $17s. Almost as quickly as the price
softened however, a partial recovery would
take place.
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Makes
everything work.
For me.
Peter W., certified installer

1 YEAR DAILY CLOSING SPOT LGC PRICE
$/MWh
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY DAILY CLOSING SPOT PRICE
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Across the same period, weekly VEEC
submission numbers climbed steadily, with the
four-week rolling average figure sitting
around the 115,000 per week mark by midJune. Schedule 21C remained the dominant
methodology, with over 80 per cent of
submissions coming from that single source
during this time.
With many expecting the NSW Government
to adopt its preferred position in relation to
the expansion of its Energy Savings
Scheme (ESS) target effective in the
2016 compliance year, ESC prices continued
to rise across the second quarter of 2015.
Having sat in the low $17s in mid-April, the
spot ESC market once again began to
strengthen across May, breaking past the

19 Feb 15

19 Apr 15

19 Jun 15

$20 mark late in the month and reaching a
high of $22.50 in early June.
While activity remained sporadic, with the
price increases came a number of particularly
busy periods – namely in late May and early
June – in which very large trade volumes were
recorded in both the spot and forward markets.
The price improvements, along with a
30 June cut-off date for creation of
2014 vintage ESCs (among other things) have
seen a significant increase in ESC creation
across May and June. At the time
of writing, both the increases in price and
ESC supply appeared to have taken the heat
out of the ESC market, with the spot market
softening back to the mid $21s on large
forward volume activity.

www.ecogeneration.com.au

For me the details make the difference. The new BPT-S
string inverters can be setup easily and fast with an unique
RFID “e.Key” card and work with touchless gesture
control for effortless and reliable operation. The “hard facts”
are convincing too: High efficiency rates, up to 2 MPP
trackers, and an integrated data logger, just to name a few.
Taking it further, there is the BPT-S 5 Hybrid. It combines
high efficiency inverter technology and lithium-ion batteries
to store the power generated by the solar system. That’s
technology made by Bosch. Read more at
bosch-power-tec.com or bosch-solar-storage.com
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SMALL SCALE WIND TURBINES

OMNICONNECT TURNS TO
SOLAR TO REDUCE CARBON
FOOTPRINT
A Melbourne-based telecommunications carrier and internet service provider, OMNIconnect,
provides hosted data services Australia-wide and for international businesses. Rapidly growing,
OMNIconnect is taking on more data, more equipment, more staff and as a result is, using
more energy.

T

Client: OMNIconnect Data Centre
Location: Carrum Downs, VIC
System size: 30 kW, with
additional 20 kW expansion plan
Installer: More Solar Energy
Microinverters: Enphase M215
and M250
Modules: Trina Honey 250 W
Polycrystalline and Canadian Solar
300 W
Completion date: May 2015

Image: 30 kW of solar PV will provide additional energy
to support the centre’s significant loads during peak
usage times.
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he company operates 24 hours a day,
seven days a week and consumes nearly
400 megawatts per hour (MWh) of energy
each year. Reliant on this energy to deliver
critical, high-value data around the clock,
OMNIconnect was running the risk of its
demand outstripping supply from the grid.
To provide additional support for its
existing power supply, OMNIconnect turned
to renewable energy provider More Solar
Energy to install a solar PV system that
would help not only increase its power
source, but also reduce operating expenses
and its carbon footprint.
In December 2014, More Solar Energy
employed Enphase M215 microinverters for
the first phase of the project – a 30 kilowatts
(kW) rooftop solar system. The second phase
of the project saw the installation of a 21 kW
solar system in May 2015, resulting in an
aggregated system of 51 kW that will assist
OMNIconnect in its company commitment to
build a sustainable business and further
guarantee a reliable power supply. Trina Solar
and Canadian Solar were the panel suppliers
for this particular project.

Both More Solar Energy and Enphase
worked closely to design and deliver a system
for the data centre that has maximum
production capabilities.

THEN AND NOW
Built ten years ago, OMNIconnect’s Data
Centre has been upgraded with sustainability
in mind. Solar is among the many
technological innovations helping the centre
stay environmentally responsible.
Already environmentally conscious, the
OMNIconnect Data Centre now houses
economised cooling, lighting sensors, energy
saving lights and natural ventilation. The
centre also uses a water collection and
filtration system to recover heat from the
data server room and recycle it to warm office
areas in winter months.
Adam Papworth, Manager of Online
Services at OMNIconnect Data Centre, says
the solar system complements the centre’s
existing environmental initiatives.
“Our goal is to become a net zero
building with minimal export. Now, we’re
well on our way.”
www.ecogeneration.com.au
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The solar system uses microinverters
rigorously tested for extreme weather
conditions – ideal for OMNIconnect who
needed a durable inverter technology built to
last, due to its mandate of hosting critical and
high-value data that relies on a 100 per cent
stable power source.
Enphase microinverters are designed to IP 67
standards and are only released to market after
a million hours of power-on testing.
“Enphase’s unmatched safety record, along
with rigorous microinverter testing, cemented
it as the obvious choice,” More Solar Energy
Project Manager Leon Fong says.
The Enphase monitoring system also
provides OMNIconnect with real-time

Challenge: Strengthen power
supply for data centre with
average energy load of 400 MW
per year
Solution: Increase the facility
power’s supply by using solar
energy
Estimated annual savings: Up to
$11,000 per annum at current
customer usage tariff

analytics to ensure the data centre’s system is
working at an optimum level.
“With engineers on their team,
OMNIconnect was extremely interested in a
monitoring solution that would allow them to
dig deep into the data and understand their
system’s production,” Mr Fong adds.
In the six months since installation,
Enphase’s monitoring reports that the solar
system has generated the centre 24.1 MWh of
energy. In terms of energy savings, this is
roughly the same as running an average
refrigerator for 14.5 years. OMNIconnect Chief
Executive Peter Hutton says he is expecting
the system to deliver 70 MWh of energy and
over $12,000 in tangible savings per year.

A

“Our goal is to become
a net zero building with
minimal export. Now,
we’re well on our way.”
ADAM PAPWORTH

A: Peter Hutton, Chief
Executive at
OMNIconnect, sees solar
as a key aspect of
reaching their goal of
becoming a net zero
carbon data centre.
B: OMNIconnect Data
Centre located in Carrum
Downs, Victoria.
OMNIconnect is a Deloitte
Fast 500 and Fast 50
company with a strong
environmental focus.

Project savings: More than
$123,000 net present value over
20-year period
Return on investment: More than
30 per cent over 20-year period
Result: 30 kW solar system
provides additional energy and
reduces overhead costs

B
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7-8 OCTOBER 2015
Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre
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all-energy.com.au

14-15 JULY 2015
Hilton Hotel Sydney

Australian Clean Energy Summit

cleanenergysummit.com.au

4-5 MAY 2016
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre

Solar Conference & Exhibition 2016

solar.org.au

8-9 JUNE 2016
Australian Technology Park, Sydney

Australian Energy Storage Conference
& Exhibition
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Trinasmart combines our award-winning high performance
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